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The editor of National Parks 
magazine gets out f rom 
behind the desk for a 
5-week sabbatical in the 
North Cascades. 
By Scott Kirkwood 
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A traveler faces the nearly 
impossible task of focusing 
on the litt le things at Mount 
Rainier National Park, 
Washington. 
By Edward Readicker-Hendrickson 
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NPCA AND THE CREATIVE ACTION 
NETWORK are reimagining FDR's 
"See America" posters for 2014. 
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President's Outlook 

The Next Chapter 
More than a year ago , when I retired as the President and general manager of the 
Discovery Channel after working there for nearly 27 years, I took some time off to 
think about what I wanted to do next. After several months of reflection, I decided that 
the most important things for the next phase of my working life were to give back and 
to do good work. 

When a former colleague told me about the leadership position at NPCA, I real
ized that this organization would be the ideal place for me to begin Chapter 2 of my 
working life. I believed my background in making real stories come to life for millions 
of television viewers would benefit an organization that has been advocating on behalf 
of national parks for nearly 100 years. The more people know about the extraordinary 
work carried out by the passionate, dedicated staff working to protect America's na
tional parks for current and future generations, the better equipped we'll be to ensure 
that this legacy thrives well into its second century. 

National parks are a part of my family history, beginning with many summer vaca
tions to Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore from our home outside of Detroit, 
Michigan, and continuing to this day with my daughter's work at Grand Teton National 
Park in Wyoming. 

I am delighted to be joining NPCA at such a unique time in the organization's his
tory, and at a pivotal time for National Park Service as well. I look forward to working 
with all of you—our dedicated members and supporters—to begin answering some 
key questions about what the parks of the future will look like, how we will ensure 
their protection into their second century, and how we continue to engage greater and 
greater numbers of Americans in their long-lasting protection. 

Clark Bunting 
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Editor's Note 

AN ENVIRONMENAL EDUCATOR and student in the North Cascades. 

Connecting the Dots 
When I tell people what I do for a living, many of them 
assume I spend my days hiking mountain peaks, visiting historic 
battlefields, or gazing at endangered species through high-powered 
binoculars. Sure, I wear hiking boots to work once in a while, but 
I spend most of my time sitting at a desk—sending emails to col
leagues, moving words around a page, or interviewing people on 
the phone. 

In .June, my five-week sabbatical in Washington's North Cas
cades gave me an opportunity to immerse myself in a world that I 
generally see from a distance (see page 48). A teacher invited me 
to join her students as they each grasped a single piece of yarn and 
learned about the web of life. A local photographer took me up in 
his plane, and showed me more glaciers than most people will see 
in a lifetime. And a park biologist invited me to come along as he 
ran an errand—hiking up a mountain to set up a camera trap for a 
wolverine. As I saw the many ways that each of them had a direct 
impact on their park and their community, I started to wonder what 
I was doing in Washington, D.C. 

But a few weeks later, when the government shut down, my 
newfound friends in the Cascades were looking to Washington, 
D.C, for answers. For those 16 days, national parks were in the 
spotlight. Dozens of my co-workers grasped that opportunity to 
tell the stories of the park employees, the tourism workers, and the 
students who suffered as a result—stories that remind us how much 
we value these places. (See infographic on page 10 for more.) 

Those experiences reminded me that whether we spend our 
days showing kids how to use a microscope, pointing hikers toward 
a waterfall, or pushing words around on a computer screen, we're 
all introducing people to a world we know and love. 

Scott Kirkwood 
NPMAG@NPCA.ORG 
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W H O W E ARE 
Established in 1919. the National 
Parks Conservation Association is 
America's only private, nonprofit 
advocacy organization dedicated 
solely to protecting, preserving, 
and enhancing the U.S. National 
Park System. 

WHAT WE DO 
NPCA protects and enhances 
America's national parks for pres
ent and future generations by iden
ti fying problems and generating 
support to resolve them. 

EDITORIAL MISSION 
National Parks magazine fosters an 
appreciation of the natural and his
toric treasures found in the parks, 
educates readers about the need 
to preserve those resources, and 
illustrates how member contr ibu
tions drive our organization's park-
protection efforts. The magazine 
uses the power of imagery and 
language to forge a lasting bond 
between NPCA and its members, 
while inspiring new readers to join 
the cause. National Parks magazine 
is among a member's chief benefits. 
Of the $25 membership dues. $6 
covers a one-year subscription to 
the magazine. 

MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
Members can help defend Ameri
ca's natural and cultural heritage. 
Activists alert Congress and the 
administration to park threats; com
ment on park planning and adjacent 
land-use decisions; assist NPCA 
in developing partnerships: and 
educate the public and the media. 
Please sign up to receive Park Lines, 
our monthly e-mail newsletter. Go 
to npca.org to sign up. 

HOW TO DONATE 
To donate, please visit npca. 
org or call 800.628.7275. For 
information about bequests, 
planned gifts, and matching gifts, 
call our Development Department, 
extension 145 or 146. 

QUESTIONS? 
If you have any questions about 
your membership, call Member 
Services at 800.628.7275. On a 
selective basis. NPCA makes its 
membership list available to orga
nizations that our members find of 
interest. If you would like your name 
to be removed from this list, please 
call us at the number listed above. 

HOW TO REACH US 
National Parks Conservation 
Association, 777 6th Street NW. 
Suite 700. Washington. DC 20001-
3723; by phone: 1.800.NAT.PARK 
(628.7275); by e-mail: npca a npca. 
org; and npca.org. 
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THE BOOKS ARE FREE 
THE ADVENTURE IS PRICELESS 

GET YOUR FREE ALASKA 
AND YUKON GUIDES! 

Go on an adventure you'll treasure 

the rest of your life. Request your 

FREE official travel guides today. 

Return our reply card or request the guides online at 

AlaskaYukon.org/nap 

http://AlaskaYukon.org/nap


Letters 

HOME AGAIN 

The article entitled "Hidden Valley," about 
Cuyahoga Valley National Park, brought 
back memories of my childhood in the city 
of Cleveland, in the 1940s and 1950s. When 
I was in the YMCA and Boy Scouts, I visited 
the park, then a part of the Metropolitan 
Park System. We camped in tents during 
the summertime and stayed in cabins dur
ing the winter months. 

I was so glad to return to Cleveland 
in the year 2000 to see that the federal 
government and the state of Ohio had 
come together to designate the site as a 
national park. 

ROBERT BADOVINAC 

Las Vegas, NV 

HUMANIZING HISTORY 

I live in southeast Michigan, near Detroit, 
and I work for the nation's leading 
environmental services provider doing 
community outreach and public educa
tion about sustainability and the need 
to reduce, reuse, and recycle. The work, 
which I love, takes me into many diverse 
communities and schools. I get to see the 
sparkle and shine in the young faces of 
the students I meet when they learn that 

they can make a difference in the world by 
each little act of conservation they take on 
(reducing, reusing, and recycling). 

I have mentored inner-city African-
American youth and, as such, did a lot of 
research into African-American history in 
order to provide the children I mentored 
with great stories of African Americans 
who overcame tremendous hardship and 
went on to do great things. What moves 
me most is how bright these inner-city 
youth are but how they seem to fail so 
often because of their terribly limited life 
experiences, their school systems, and 
their parents' own struggles. 

I share all of this with you in order to 
tell you how much I appreciate the content 
of your magazine—the wonderful stories 
of diversity and the strength of the hu
man spirit that you incorporate into the 
history of the National Park System. You 
have found a way to tell these stories of 

place and to humanize the history and the 
experiences that these parks can provide, 
in a unique and very special way. 

Several instances are the features on 
the Japanese art exhibit that resulted from 
the objects created in WWII internment 
camps [Fall 2011] and the designation of 
two new national parks telling the history 
of Harriet Tubman and the Buffalo Sol
diers. I have so enjoyed being able to share 
this history and these articles with youth 
I mentor and friends of mine who are 
African American who had no knowledge 
of these stories. 

This month I'm reading about Chiura 
Obata at a time when people are screaming 
about racism and are clinging to the victim 
mentality it encourages some to claim. 
Your stories of humility and acceptance 
in the face of the most difficult of times, of 
grace and the strength of the human spirit, 
speak to the importance of creating our life 

Send letters to National Parks Magazine, 777 6th Street NW, Suite 700, 
Washington, DC 20001-3723. Or e-mail npmag a npca.org. Include your name, 
city, and state. Published letters may be edited for length and clarity. 

THE COAST IS CLEAR 
"California Dreaming" reminded me of 
how many times, growing up in southern 
California, I used to look across the water 
and notice whether the Channel Islands 
were clear or hazy, without giving them 
any further thought. Ian Shive's wonderful 
photos brought them to life for me. 

LOUIS C.KLEBER 

Las Vegas, NV 
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experience. As Robert Howard said of Obata's 
philosophy in your article, "Wood Blocks and 
Water Colors" [Summer, 2013], "How right it 
is to be happy, and cheerful, and productive. 
How wrong to shed tears, do nothing, and 
waste time and strength." 

Thank you for the wonderful stories you 
are sharing, at a time when our youth really 
need this history and this knowledge. 

KATHLEEN KLEIN 

Royal Oak, Ml 

CORRECTIONS 

In our Fall issue, the Editor's Note (page 

4) incorrectly stated that Cuyahoga Valley 

National Park is located just outside Toledo, 

Ohio; the park is situated between Akron 

and Cleveland. Weir Farm National Historic 

Site ("First Impressions," page 58) is in 

southwestern Connecticut, not southeast

ern Connecticut. "Hidden Valley" (page 

54) incorrectly noted that Amtrak's Capital 

Limited stops in Hudson, Ohio; Alliance 

and Cleveland are the closest options for 

Cuyahoga visitors. 

LEGENDARY CANYON COUNTRY: 
September 12-17, 2014 

The intrigue of the past, beauty of the present, and the adventure 
of the outdoors blend perfectly on this journey of discovery to the 
Desert Southwest. We visit Arches National Park, then on 

to Canyonlands National Park and 
Newspaper Rock State Historic Monument, 
and finally to Mesa Verde National Park. 

For trip details or to reserve space, call 
800.628.7275, email travefanpca.org, 
or visit npca.org/safari. 

I'holo. 

It's Almost Like a Savings 
Bond for the National Parks. 
It's better to give than to receive, but what if 
you could do both? Donate $10,000 or more 
to NPCA as a charitable annuity, and we'll 
provide you with a great rate of return the 
rest of your life, as well as considerable tax 
savings. Put your money to work for you and 
for the future of our national parks. 

To learn more, call Morgan Dodd to l l - f ree at 
877.468.5775 or visi t w w w . n p c a . o r g / 
g i f t p lann ing . 

Annual rate of re turn is guaranteed for 
your life, and de te rm ined by your age at 
the t ime of the dona t ion : 

Age: 65 75 85 9 0 
Rate: 4.7% 5.8% 7.8% 9.0% 
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PHOTO SOUTH RIM, GRAND CANYON 

Echoes 

For decades this plant 
has emitted massive 
amounts of pollution 
into the skies above 
our national parks 
like the Grand Canyon, 
Petrified Forest and 
Mesa Verde, [and] into 
the lungs of hundreds 
of thousands of local 
residents and visitors 
to these magnificent 
places. The pollution 
from this plant must be 
substantially reduced 
as soon as possible, for 
the sake of our lungs 
and our parks. 
Kevin Dahl, Arizona senior 
program manager for 
NPCA, quoted in Indian 
Country Today, in advance 
of Environmental Protection 
Agency's hearings on several 
proposals to install pollution 
controls on the coal-fired 
Navajo Generating Station. 

A lot of things can happen if 
you have that little arrowhead. 
Lynn McClure, director of NPCA's Midwest 
regional office, quoted by the Times of 
Northwest Indiana, regarding the National 
Park Service logo, which would come with 
designation of a proposed nationai heritage 
area ranging from Chicago's Pullman 
neighborhood to Indiana Dunes. 

When this country stops 
making history, maybe we 
stop making parks. 
Craig Obey, NPCA's senior vice president of 
Government Affairs, quoted by the Cronkite 
News Service in response to a report from 
Senator Tom Coburn (R-OK) that suggested 
Congress's failure to sufficiently fund the 
parks could be solved by ending the desig
nation of new park units. (See infographic 
on p. 10 for more.) 
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ECONOMIC IMPACT 
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OVER THE COURSE OF THE 16-DAY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHUTDOWN, NATIONAL PARK CLOSURES DOMINATED THE 

HEADLINES, WITH STORIES FROM DISAPPOINTED VISITORS AND HUNDREDS OF HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, AND STORES 

LOSING BUSINESS. THE DOORS TO EVERY NATIONAL PARK ARE NOW BACK OPEN, BUT IF PARK FUNDING CONTINUES 

ON ITS CURRENT COURSE, THOSE DOORS WILL CLOSE A FEW DAYS A WEEK, MORE SCHOOL PROGRAMS WILL BE 

CANCELLED, AND MUCH-NEEDED REPAIRS WILL BE NEGLECTED. AS CONGRESS BEGINS 2014 BUDGET NEGOTIATIONS, 

A FEW FACTS AND FIGURES THAT REVEAL WHAT'S AT STAKE. 

LEARN MORE AT 
WWW.NPCA.ORG/FUNDING 

PROJECTS AT EVERGLADES 
NATIONAL PARK ARE TYPICAL 
OF THOSE FACING PARK UNITS 
ACROSS THE COUNTRY, DUE TO 

DECLINING PARK FUNDING 

REPLACES REHAB 
BOAT DOCKS 

AT EVERGLADES 
CITY MARINA 

$396,000 

REHABILITATE 
VISITOR FACILITIES 
AT LONG PINE KEY 

CAMPGROUND 

$305,000 

NATIONAL PARKS 
ARE A TINY AND DECLINING PART OF THE FEDERAL BUDGET. 
IF YOU ELIMINATED THE ENTIRE NPS BUDGET 

IT WOULD TAKE ABOUT 

6,000 YEARS 
T O E L I M I N A T E T H E D E B T . 

RETIRED DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
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STARBUCKS 

SOURCES: 
Blue Ridge Now, B u r e a u of L a b o r 
S ta t i s t i c s , Huff ington Post , 
M i c h i g a n S t a t e Univers i ty , 
N a t i o n a l P a r k s Trave le r . NPS, 
P u b l i c O p i n i o n S t r a t e g i e s , Sen . 
S u s a n Collins, Sen . Tim Kaine . 
Th i rd Way , U.S. C e n s u s B u r e a u 

AS CONGRESS CUTS THE PARK CONSTRUCTION BUDGET, 

NEGLECTED MAINTENANCE PROJECTS BALLOON. 

DECLINING CONSTRUCTION BUDGET 
ADJUSTED FOR INFLATION, 

•

OUSANDS 
VING MAINTENANCE BACKLOG 
OUSANDS 

EVERGLADES 

REPLACE ROOF OF 
FLAMINGO VISITOR 

CENTER 

$595,000 

SAFETY & FIRE 
'ROTECTION UPGRADES FOR 
FLAMINGO VISITOR CENTER 

AND MUSEUM 

$30,000 

THE M A I N I N D U S T R Y 
IN CHINCOTEAGUE IS TOURISM, (AND) THE 
CLOSURE OF THE NATIONAL SEASHORE... 

SENATOR TIM KAINE ( D - V A ) 

BUSINESS OWNERS 
SURVEYED SAID N A T I O N A L PARKS, 

FORESTS AND WILDLIFE AREAS ARE AN 

ESSENTIAL PART OF MONTANA'S ECONOMY 

IT'S LIKE CLOSING A SHOPPING MALL 

MAKE IT, OR DON'T MAKE IT. 

I i\^Mi/'li.1^1 NOTTHE PROBLEM 
IN RECENT MONTHS, SOME MEMBERS OF CONGRESS HAVE SUGGESTED NO 
LONGER DESIGNATING NEW NATIONAL PARK UNITS IN ORDER TO REDUCE THE 
ENTIRE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE MAINTENANCE BACKLOG. AS YOU CAN SEE, 
THE NEW PARK UNITS INCLUDING FLIGHT 93 AND AFRICAN BURIAL GROUND 
NATIONAL MONUMENT COST RELATIVELY LITTLE, AND ELIMINATING THEM 
WOULD NOT ADDRESS THE RISING BACKLOG. THESE NEW, IMPORTANT SITES 
TELL AMERICA'S SHARED HISTORY. 

IN MAINE, OUR GEM OF A 
NATIONAL PARK, 

A C A D I A 
IS SHUTTERED DURING THE PEAK OF 
THE FOLIAGE SEASON. THIS NOT 
O N L Y D I S A P P O I N T S T O U R I S T S , 
IT HURTS THE INNKEEPERS, BED 
AND BREAKFAST OWNERS, SERVERS 
AT RESTAURANTS, AND THE SMALL 
G I F T SHOP E N T R E P R E N E U R S 
WHO DEPEND ON THESE TOURISTS 
D U R I N G T H I S T I M E OF Y E A R . 

http://WWW.NPCA.ORG/FUNDING
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That's why we've joined forces with the National Parks Conservation Association: 
To help preserve these majestic places for generations to come. 

To learn more about our restoration projects - and how you can make a difference - visit us at 
NatureValley.com 
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A WOLF IN ISLE ROYALE scavenges 
the carcass of a moose killed 

several months earlier. 

The Last Wolf? 
Should biologists step in to save Isle Royale's wolves 
or let nature take its course? 

A pack of wolves races through a field 
of unbroken snow, followed by scientists 
in a small plane buzzing overhead. For 
more than 60 years, this wild scene has 
come to life every winter on Michigan's 
Isle Royale, the island in Lake Supe
rior that forms the bulk of Isle Royale 
National Park. But all that may be about 
to change. After years of inbreeding, Isle 
Royale's wolf population, which once ap
proached 50, is down to eight adults and 
two or three pups, and the Park Service 
must decide what, if anything, should be 
done about it. 

The roots of today's dilemma go back 
to the late 1940s, when three gray wolves 

from Canada set off across the ice of 
Lake Superior and walked 15 miles to Isle 
Royale. The animals arrived to find dinner 
waiting for them: a population of moose 
descended from animals believed to have 
swum to the island a few decades earlier. 
The natural laboratories of islands have 
long interested biologists (think of Darwin 
studying finches in the Galapagos), and 
the elegant two-step of one prey species 
interacting with one predator soon caught 
the notice of researchers. Started in 1958, 
Isle Royale's Wolf-Moose Project is now 
the longest-running study of predator and 
prey anywhere in the world. 

Scientists have worried about wolf 

inbreeding for years. Yet until recent 
decades, the waters of Lake Superior be
tween the mainland and the island froze 
over during most winters, allowing new 
wolves to find Isle Royale. Starting in the 
1970s, steadily rising temperatures began 
to chip away at lake ice; ice bridges now 
form roughly once a decade. The chance 
of new wolves showing up to supplement 
the gene pool is now very slim. The result 
is "the most extreme case of inbreeding 
ever documented in wolves," according 
to Rolf Peterson, who began leading 
the Wolf-Moose Project in the early 
1970s. This inbreeding shows up in the 
animals' very bones—every wolf skel
eton found since 1994 has contained 
abnormalities. Most crucially, the 
wolves aren't reproducing fast enough. 
No pups were born in 2012, and only-
two or three were born in 2013. 
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The chance of new wolves showing up on Isle Royale 

to supplement the gene pool is now very slim. 

To date, humans have attempted genetic 
rescue of only a handful of species. The best 
known of these is the Florida panther. In 
1995. the cat's numbers hovered between 20 
and 30. Fearing it would go extinct, biolo
gists captured eight female cougars in Texas 
and released them in Florida. By 2010, the 
number of Florida panthers had roughly 
tripled. Geneticist Phil Hedrick, who worked 
on the project, has also measured the level of 
genetic variation in the Isle Royale wolves. 
In 1998, he was surprised to find it nearly 
four times higher than expected, given the 
number of ancestors the scientists know 
about. (Those ancestors may include a male 
and a female from the 1952 introduction of 
captive-raised wolves from the Detroit Zoo). 
"It appears that... some wolves crossed to 
the island undetected and added to the gene 
pool," says Hedrick. 

How does a wolf sneak onto Isle 
Royale? Pretty easily. They're counted only 
in January and February, when research
ers take to the air in small planes about ev
ery other day, look for tracks in the snow, 
and follow those tracks to the wolves. 
Dozens of gray wolves can be hard to tell 
apart. Rolf Peterson knows that two radio-
collared wolves left the island on the last 
ice bridge, which formed in 2008. He can 
also identify two arrivals: a black wolf that 
showed up in a pack in 1967 and eventually 
became an alpha male, and an unusually 
light-colored male, nicknamed Old Gray 
Guy, that crossed to the island in 1997. 
Old Gray Guy performed a sort of one-

wolf genetic rescue, and today, all eight 
wolves on the island are his descendants. 
In a sense, he was almost too successful at 
mixing up the gene pool. While his fresh 
infusion of DNA decreased inbreeding 
at first, now that every wolf on the island 
carries some of his genes, inbreeding is on 
the rise again. 

Although Peterson hasn't proposed any 
specific plans, in a forum held by the Na
tional Parks Conservation Association in 
June, he stated that importing two wolves 
of the same sex might be sufficient. Still, 
the question isn't so much whether genetic 
rescue will work; it's whether it should 
be attempted at all. Peterson believes the 
main reason to keep the wolf population 
going is to preserve the island's ecosystem. 
To him, that boils down to trees, specifical
ly the balsam fir that moose love to browse 
on. Peterson believes that a moose popula-
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SOME BIOLOGISTS WORRY that a moose 
populat ion unchecked by wolves could 
quickly mow down every balsam fir tree 
on the island—a change that would cascade 
down island food webs. 

"If we intervene now... will we want to continue with 

additional manipulations?" 

tion unchecked by wolves could quickly get 
big enough to mow down every growing 
balsam fir tree on the island, leading to the 
trees' eventual extinction—a change that 
would cascade down island food webs. He 
holds out the last two years as evidence for 
concern. In an average year on Isle Royale, 
about 10 percent of the moose were killed 
by wolves. In the last two years that figure 
dropped to 2 percent, and the moose popu
lation has quickly increased. 

Although the Wolf-Moose Project has 
captured the public's imagination, many ex
perts point out that there's a bigger picture. 
Back up and look at the entire last century, 
they say, and wolves appear as just one spe
cies in a revolving carousel of animals that 
have come and gone. In 1900, the largest 
animals on Isle Royale were caribou and 
lynx. These species eventually disappeared, 
along with smaller residents like coyotes and 
spruce grouse. In recent years, tricolored 
hats and a new type of tree frog have shown 
up. It turns out that compared with other 

species, wolves and moose have a relatively 
short history on the island. 

The bigger picture also means see
ing Isle Royale not just as a national park 
but also as a federally designated stretch 
of wilderness. Nearly the entire island is 
protected under the 1964 Wilderness Act. 
In the past, environmentalists' approach to 
these wildest parts of our country has been 
a two-word mantra: don't meddle. At the 
NPCA forum in June, Kevin Proescholdt, 
conservation director of the nonprofit Wil
derness Watch, described his opposition to 
genetic rescue: "We should be aware of the 
slippery slope of manipulation," he said. 
"If we intervene now... will we want to con
tinue with additional manipulations?" 

The stakes of the Park Service deci
sion go far beyond the fate of eight wolves. 
When wolves were reintroduced to Yellow
stone National Park, officials were correct
ing a problem created by humans—wolves 
were native to the park but had been 
hunted to extinction. Because wolves aren't 

native to Isle Royale, performing a genetic 
rescue would break new ground. "Park Ser
vice policies don't point to a clear course of 
action on this particular issue, and the best 
available science is sometimes conflicting," 
says Christine Goepfert, program manager 
in NPCA's Upper Midwest field office. "It's 
a lot to sort through—many people are 
watching this decision because it could 
have implications for wildlife management 
in other national parks." 

The stakes are so high, in fact, that 
Park Superintendent Phyllis Green 
says the decision could go all the way 
to Washington. "It's my responsibility 
to determine the right course of action 
at the park level," she says. "If those 
actions alter... policy, then that's where 
Park Service Director Jon Jarvis weighs 
in." Green says that before making any 
decision, the park will interview more 
experts, including scientists who have 
worked with small populations of red 
wolves and Mexican wolves. A report on 
climate change released by the park in 
November has just added a new element 
to the complex swirl of data and policy. It 
forecasts that neither wolves nor moose 
may be capable of surviving the next 
century amid warmer temperatures. 

In the parlance of biologists, the natu
ral process of change on an island causes 
a rotating cast of species to "wink in" and 
later "wink out." For now, it's not clear 
whether the park's wolves will remain on 
the glorious stage of Isle Royale for years 
to come, or whether they will wink out, just 
like the shooting stars that streak across 
the park's inky night sky. 

-LAURIE MCCLELLAN 
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A Winter Wonderland 
Once Again 
After a 15-year battle to reduce the noise and 
pollution from snowmobiles, a happy ending in 
Yellowstone National Park. 

Back in the 1990s, the West Entrance 
to Yellowstone National Park was shroud
ed in a thick, foggy haze generated by the 
crowd of snowmobiles waiting to enter 
the park every morning. Noise from hun
dreds of two-stroke engines reverberated 
along the 30-mile stretch past the Madi
son River, disturbing visitors to the geyser 
basin and countless bison and trumpeter 
swans that visitors would expect to see on 
their way to Old Faithful. 

"When I arrived in Yellowstone in 

the winter of 1994,1 was stunned at the 
cavalier and unlawful management of 
snowmobile use in the park," says Michael 
Finley, Yellowstone superintendent until 
2001. "The Park Service was ignoring two 
Presidential Executive Orders and its own 
snowmobile regulations. The air quality 
was so atrocious it violated the Clean Air 
Act. It was depressing to watch the Wild 
West, undisciplined 'rodeo' of unguided 
and inexperienced snowmobile operators 
stampeding bison off of the roadways." 

"We believe this 
final plan hits the 
sweet spot." 

-Tim Stevens, director of NPCA's 
Northern Rockies Regional Office. 

According to Finley, the Park Service had 
found the enforcement of its own laws 
and regulations governing snowmobiles to 
be inconvenient to regional politics. As a 
result, Yellowstone wasn't being managed 
to protect air quality, visitor safety, and 
employee well being or to protect wildlife 
and the visitor experience. "I had to do 
something to fix it," he says. "So I worked 
with our staff to start enforcing the laws 
and protecting park resources." 

In 1998 the Park Service began its first 
of four major studies that would inform the 
management of snowmobile and snow-
coach use in Yellowstone and Grand Teton 
National Parks, which are linked by the 
John D. Rockefeller, Jr. Memorial Parkway. 
With those findings in hand, Finley pre
sented President Bill Clinton with a 

(cont'd) 
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WHEN UNCHECKED, snowmobiles can spook 
wildlife, forcing bison and other animals to run 
into the deep snow, expending precious energy. 
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proposal that would reverse years of dam
age by phasing out snowmobiles in favor of 
snowcoaches—essentially vans with wide 
rubber treads in place of wheels. When 
George W. Bush took office, the administra
tion quickly put that decision on hold. 

The impact of noise and air pollution 
on park visitors wasn't the only issue on 

Bob Rosenbaum of Arnold & Porter, 
whose pro bono work helped shaped 
NPCA's legal tactics and ultimately laid 
the groundwork for the development of 
the final winter-use plan. 

Along the way, the debate raised many 
interesting questions: Was the National 
Park Service going to live up to its conser-

The new rules allow for snowmobiles and 
snowcoaches to visit the park at reasonable 
levels but require the quietest and cleanest-
running machines made by the industry. 

the table. There were wildlife impacts as 
well. "Scientists were telling us that the 
high level of snowmobile use was having 
a significant impact on park wildlife at a 
time when they have the least energy to 
deal with it," says Tim Stevens, director of 
NPCA's Northern Rockies Regional Office. 
"The noise and presence of snowmobiles 
often spook wildlife, forcing animals to run 
into the deep snow, expending energy they 
didn't have." 

For all of those reasons, NPCA and 
its conservation allies sued the Park 
Service in the late 1990s to limit snow
mobile access to the park—and launched 
a seesaw legal fight in which opposing 
judgments were issued every few years. 
For 15 years, conservation advocates were 
pitted against the snowmobile industry, 
and NPCA was engaged in the battle on 
all fronts, from the halls of Congress to 
the court of public opinion and the court 
of law. Many partners and allies joined 
NPCA in this effort, including attorney 

vation mandate and protect Yellowstone's 
visitors, air, and wildlife? What sort of 
precedent would that set for other parks 
facing resource damage? Is it possible to 
build a snowmobile that is truly clean and 
quiet? When the public overwhelmingly 
supports a decision to protect a national 
park like Yellowstone, will it be heard? 

In October of 2013, the Park Service 
issued a new winter-use plan for the park 
and, remarkably, many of these questions 
have been answered. The new rules allow 
for snowmobiles and snowcoaches to visit 
the park at reasonable levels but require the 
quietest and cleanest-running machines 
made by the industry. 

"This is a great improvement over the 
bad old days," says Stevens. "NPCA has 
always argued that the Park Service is 
responsible for maintaining the cleanest, 
quietest conditions possible with the fewest 
impacts on park wildlife while maintaining 
visitor access," says Stevens. "We believe 
this final plan hits the sweet spot." 

As the Park Service gradually reduced 
the number of snowmobiles permit
ted in the park, there was an impact on 
some snowmobile rental businesses, but 
in their place, snowcoach services like 
Randy Roberson's business in West Yel
lowstone thrived. "The park has half the 
visitors it used to have in winter," says 
Roberson, "but they're all getting a much 
better experience." 

Since 2009 the park has allowed up 
to 318 snowmobiles and 78 snowcoaches 
into the park each day. The new plan 
is more flexible. Rather than set a fixed 
daily limit, the rules allow for up to 110 
daily "transportation events," of which no 
more than 50 can be snowmobile trips; 
each group can contain as many as 10 
machines, but the seasonal average must 
remain below seven. Snowmobilers will 
still have largely unrestricted access to 
hundreds of miles of groomed trails in 
national forests surrounding Yellowstone, 
where there are no requirements related 
to group size or mandatory guides, and 
the speed limit is 45 mph (rather than 35 
mph in the park). 

"Yellowstone has come a long way 
in the last fifteen years," says Kristen 
Brengel, NPCA's legislative director, 
who has worked on the campaign for 
many years. "It was worth the blood, 
sweat, and tears to make sure America's 
first national park shifted from being 
the most poorly managed national park 
every winter to a leader in conserva
tion practices. We are grateful for every 
park lover, scientist, wildlife biologist, 
attorney, park professional, newspaper, 
senator, and member of Congress who 
stood by Yellowstone and believed that 
we could do better." 
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Deja View 
NPCA Teams Up with 
Creative Action Network 
to Reimagine FDR's "See 
America" Campaign. 

The relationship between artists 
and our national parks goes back to the 
very beginning, when Alfred Bierstadt 
and Thomas Moran put oil to sprawl
ing canvases and introduced Americans 
to Yosemite and Yellowstone. Over the 
years, artists have helped persuade our 
leaders to set aside these special places 
and inspired millions of visitors to see 
them with their own eyes. One chapter 
that left a lasting impression was the 
Works Progress Administration in the 
1930s, when President Franklin Roosevelt 
launched the "See America" campaign. 
The goal was to put artists to work during 
the Great Depression, to remind Ameri
cans of the marvels their country had 
to offer, and encourage people to seek 
them out. Ninety years later, an arts and 
advocacy organization in San Francisco is 
launching a "See America" campaign for 
the 21st century. 

"We started the Creative Action 
Network a few years ago, inspired by the 
research we'd done around the New Deal 
Arts Project," says Max Slavkin, one of the 
organization's co-founders. "We loved the 
idea that the government put artists to 
work for important causes, to create con
tent for federal agencies that had important 
information to share. And the work they 
generated lives on, nearly 100 years later." 

The Creative Action Network (CAN) 
began in 2008 with "Design forObama," 
which sought to engage artists after the 
iconic Shepard Fairey "Hope" poster went 
viral. "The idea was to create a space for all 
the other artists who were fired up about 

THE CREATIVE ACTION NETWORK has focused its efforts on a presidential campaign, gun 
violence, and immigration. Next up: national parks. 

the candidate, but who weren't famous 
street artists with the support and resources 
to get their work into the public eye," says 
Slavkin. "We wanted to help those artists 
contribute to the campaign, not by phone 
banking or campaigning or traditional 
grassroots activities but by using their skills 
as artists." The effort took off, generating 
hundreds of works of art and resulting in a 
compilation of images hound into a book 
co-authored by famed director Spike Lee. 

When it was over, several of the art
ists asked, "What's next?" at which point 

Slavkin and CAN co-founder Aaron Perry-
Zucker stalled to take the project more seri
ously. The next campaign focused on gun 
violence just as the issue was gaining wide
spread attention as a result of the shootings 
at Newtown, Connecticut, and the Trayvon 
Martin case in Florida. Images from that 
campaign appeared all over Facebook, and 
an illustration of Martin Luther King, Jr. 
wearing a hoodie went viral after the Martin 
verdict was announced. 

The group then used its crowd-sourc-
ing muscle to generate new covers for 
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"The t ime feels right to revive the idea of the 
environment and parks as hip and cool and 
patriotic and no longer a fringe political issue." 

classic books now in the public domain, 
like Don Quixote, Draeula, and The 
Wonderful Wizard ofOz, which made 
a big splash on Pinterest. In the sum
mer of 2013, Slavkin's team returned to 
their roots by revisiting the iconic "See 
America" campaign, seeking out NPCA as 
a partner in the process. 

"I love the idea of making conserva
tion patriotic, American," says Slavkin. 
"It's not a 'hippy dippy' activity or some 
luxury to pursue when we have more 
time and money—it's a core part of our 
identity as a country. That's what those 
posters represent. That simple graphic 

style has become popular again, and 
the time feels right to revive the idea of 
the environment and parks as hip and 
cool and patriotic and no longer a fringe 
political issue." 

In the era of smartphones and Face-
book, the idea of printing posters may 
seem outdated. But there's something to 
be said for the simplicity of a single image 
and a few words—it doesn't seem to mat
ter if the product is crafted on computer 
software and spread on social-networking 
sites or cooked up on a canvas and plas
tered to a wall. 

The reincarnation of "See America" 

officially kicks off at the Franklin D. Roo
sevelt Presidential Library and Museum 
in Hyde Park, New York, on January 10, 
2014, with an exhibit that will remain 
on display through the summer. CAN 
is hoping to exhibit posters at events in 
every state throughout 2014; plans for Los 
Angeles and San Francisco are already 
under way. 

Want to get involved? If you're an 
artist, produce a poster of your own and 
upload it to the Creative Action Net
work site—you'll receive 40 percent of 
the sales generated by the posters and 
related products. Can't draw a square to 
save your life? Purchase items on CAN's 
website to support artists and show off 
your love of the parks, or just share some 
of your favorite images on Facebook, Pin
terest, or other social-networking sites. 
Learn more at seeamericaproject.com. 

- SCOTT KIRKWOOD 
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We made a difference. 

You can, too. 
"When Mike and I decided to create a living trust, national parks 

were high on our list, because they need to be preserved for future 
generations. NPCA will ensure that happens."- Kathy Grazioii, California 

Join Kathy and Mike Grazioii and hundreds of other park lovers who have promised 
to protect our national treasures for future generations by including the National 
Parks Conservation Association in their will or trust. Create a meaningful legacy 
that will last beyond your lifetime. 
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Findings /, BY ERIC WAGNER 

Between a Bog 
and a Hard Place 
Biologists in Washington State are 
calculating the best way to save 
crucial habitat for the Cascades frog. 

LATE SEPTEMBER ISN'T THE COLDEST TIME OF YEAR 
to be in the Seven Lakes Basin of Olympic National Park, 
but it's getting there, and so it is with no small amazement 

that Wendy Palen and I watch Maureen Ryan wade into an alpine 
pond up to her waist. 

"Cold?" Palen asks from the shore, where she is nice and dry. 
"It's actually not too bad," Ryan says as she rolls up her sleeve and roots 

around the bottom. She's searching for a device she placed in the center of the 
pond last spring, which has been tracking its temperature for several months. 
By comparing the data from another temperature logger placed on the shore 

BETWEEN DECREASING SNOWMELT 
and ponds and lakes stocked with 
trout, Cascades frogs are struggling 
to survive. 

with the one she soon wrests from the 
muck, she'll be able to see whether the 
pond dried out completely during the 
summer. This, in turn, will help her predict 
the survival prospects of amphibians in the 
alpine wetlands of the American West. 

Palen and Ryan are biologists from Si
mon Fraser University and the University 
of Washington, respectively. For the past 
two years, the two of them have waded 
into ponds in the high alpine regions of 
three national parks in Washington-
North Cascades, Olympic, and Rainier—in 
search of Cascades frogs. Tough and 
elusive, Cascades frogs live only in alpine 
wetlands in the Pacific Northwest and are 
rarely found below 2,000 feet in eleva
tion. And, for Palen, they are the perfect 
animals to illustrate what she calls "the 
amphibian squeeze." 

Throughout the American West, she 
argues, amphibians have endured—are 
enduring—two massive unintended experi
ments. One is climate change. Cascades 
frogs and other amphibians, like the 
long-toed salamander, need snow. After 
spending much of the year under several 
feet of it, Cascades frogs emerge in the late 
spring and summer to mate. Females lay 
their eggs in small seasonal ponds that are 
fed primarily by snowmelt. The tadpoles 
grow throughout the summer and, after 
two to three months, metamorphose just 
before the first snowfall. 

It is a finely tuned system that requires 
a lot of snow. When there is less of it, as is 
predicted with climate warming, the ponds 
are shallower and thus more likely to dry 
up. Palen and Ryan sometimes find little 
piles of desiccated tadpoles on the cracked 
muddy bottoms of empty ponds, where the 
last puddles lingered. 

For the frogs and salamanders, the 
solution would seem fairly straightfor-
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ward: Simply move downslope to 
lakes and ponds that are less likely 
to dry out. But that brings Palen to 
the second experiment and the force 
that's squeezing amphibians from 
the other side. In the 1800s, settlers, 
and later fish and wildlife managers, 
stocked many of those ponds and lakes 
with trout—first for food, and then to 
promote recreation. (Although official 
stocking was discontinued years ago, 
some dedicated anglers still pack trout 
into backcountry lakes.) 

Once in the lakes, the trout were 
efficient predators and duly ate almost 
all the amphibians that lived there. The 
only places frogs and salamanders are 
still found in any great number are lakes 
without trout—a relatively rare com
modity—and those many small ponds 
scattered throughout the landscape that 
are most at risk for drying out. 

To aid amphibian communities, 
and as part of a larger climate-adapta
tion strategy, some national parks are 
considering removing fish from what 
were naturally Ashless lakes. But that is 
a long and difficult process. Biologists 
must visit targeted lakes frequently 
for five years or more, catching trout 
with gill nets until all of them are gone. 

The only places frogs and salamanders are 
still found in any great number are lakes 
without trout—a relatively rare commodity. 

In larger lakes where gill-netting is 
unfeasible, pesticides are sometimes 
used, which brings an entirely different 
set of challenges. 

To help park biologists determine 
where best to spend their money and 
time, Palen and Ryan are developing 
a model that will prioritize lakes for 
fish removal by showing which are 
most likely to persist in future climate 
scenarios. "It's a question of getting the 
most bang for your buck," Palen says. 

In North Cascades National Park, 
where fish removals have been under 
way since 2009, the benefits to biotic 
communities are already apparent, 
says Regina Rochefort, the research 
coordinator for the park. Frogs, newts, 
salamanders, and toads have already 
started to recolonize lakes recently 
cleared offish. Some anglers aren't very 
happy about it, though. Rochefort and 
fellow biologists have discovered trout 
in a couple of the lakes where fish had 
been completely removed. "We just 

have to go in again and get them out," 
she says. The park has launched educa
tional outreach efforts to inform people 
about the benefits offish removal. 

For their part, Palen and Ryan will 
return to their study sites next spring 
and summer, to see which ponds have 
dried out and which ones haven't. 
They will place their temperature log
gers and hunt for the frogs that lurk 
in the surrounding vegetation. But 
now, in the face of the cold and the 
coming snows, most of the frogs are 
nowhere to be found. Where exactly 
they go during the winter is unknown, 
even to Palen, who has studied them 
for almost 15 years. For her, though, 
this is part of their appeal—the way 
they show the rigors of an alpine life. 
"They're really hardy, really mysteri
ous," she says, NP 

ERIC WAGNER lives in Seattle with his wife 

and daughter. He has written for Orion. High 

Country News, and Scientific American. 

Tag, You're It 
Palen has worked in Olympic National Park since 1999, 
and in 2000 started tagging Cascades frogs with 
passive integrated transponders, or PIT tags. These 
are small glass capsules about the size of a grain of 
rice that Palen injects under the frog's skin. She still 
finds some of the frogs she tagged during her first 
year in the park. She thinks some individuals may live 
25 years or more. 
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Denizens / BY KEVIN GRANGE 

ONE CHALLENGE facing the Baltimore 
checkerspot is the fact that it relies on 
a single host plant—the white turtlehead. 

Tiny Dancer 
The Baltimore checkerspot butterfly 
is slowly vanishing from the state that 
gave it its name. Can anything be done? 

WHEN WRITER R.H. HEINLEIN DESCRIBED BUTTERFLIES 

as "self-propelled flowers," there's a good chance 
he was thinking of the Baltimore checkerspot. With 

its expansive wings, adorned with colorful orange and black 
crescents, the butterfly swoops and soars in the air like a secret 
garden that has grown wings. The species is quite common in 
eastern North America, particularly in the northern states, but 
over the past few decades, this tiny dancer has become imper
iled in the southern part of its range. Experts in Maryland now 
fear the butterfly may vanish entirely from their state. 

Situated on the eastern border of Wash
ington, D.C., and Maryland and boasting 
more than 700 acres of wetlands, river, and 
a tidal marsh, Kenilworth Park and Aquatic 
Gardens tells the story of the flora and 
fauna once native to the region. Although 
it's hard to imagine the Washington area 
without the towering columns and marble 
facades, Kenilworth Park reminds us that 
before the founding of our nation's capital, 
this region was home to beaver, muskrat, 
fox, deer, mink, and, once upon a time, the 
Baltimore checkerspot. 

Like all butterflies, the Baltimore 
checkerspot's life cycle is an impressive 
and inspiring tale of transformation. In 
early summer, adult females lay eggs on 
the underside of a host plant. Weeks lat
er, the larvae hatch and form a commu
nal web where they eat, grow, and molt. 
When the first frost arrives, caterpillars 
fall to the ground; they spend winter 
rolled up in the leaf litter. In spring, they 
begin feeding again and enter their pupa 
(chrysalis) stage, spreading their wings a 
few weeks later as butterflies. Maryland 
designated the Baltimore checkerspot 
as the state insect because its orange 
and black crescents match those on the 
heraldic shield of George Calvert, the 
first Lord Baltimore. Those bright colors 
attract mates, but they also warn some 
predators that the butterfly is unpalat
able. Like monarchs, Baltimore check-
erspots ingest chemicals from their host 
plant that make the butterflies toxic and 
bitter tasting. 

Historically, the butterfly was seen 
fluttering through 15 counties in Mary
land during its summer flight season, but 
now its population has declined to fewer 
than 15 colonies in five counties. Despite 
the butterfly's brief life, it plays an im
portant role in the ecosystem, pollinating 
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plants and serving as a food source 
for other organisms, like wasps, birds, 
and spiders, that don't mind its bitter 
taste. The butterfly's symbolic and 
aesthetic values are just as important. 

"The Baltimore checkerspot is 
arguably the most beautiful butterfly 
in the Washington, D.C., area," says 
Brent Steury, a natural resources pro
gram manager with the Park Service. 
"I have seen its beauty on only two 
occasions, many years ago." 

For decades, the species was so 
uncommon that few people bothered 
to monitor it. "Now when we see a 
Baltimore checkerspot, we not only 
record it, but it's often posted online," 
says Jennifer Frye, invertebrate ecolo-
gist with Maryland's Department of 
Natural Resources. "The habitat is 
evaluated, and additional steps are 
taken to prevent it from declining fur
ther." Fearing the species' extinction 
locally, Frye and a group of others 
from county, state, and federal agen
cies teamed up with university profes
sors, local schools, and nature center 
staff in 2012 to start the Baltimore 
Checkerspot Recovery Team. 

What factors are contributing to 
the butterfly's decline? Researchers 
speculate that it's a complicated com
bination of habitat destruction brought 
about by development, the natural 
evolution of forested areas, and climate 
change. There is also the fact that this 

BEST FEET FORWARD 
In addition to their antennae, 
checkerspots also use the 
sensitive hairs on their "brush 
feet" to smell, taste, and touch. 

A captive breeding-and-release program 
wouldn't solve the entire problem; all 
those butterflies need a place to go. 

large showy butterfly is a very picky 
guest. Unlike butterflies that favor 
multiple host plants, this checkerspot 
largely relies on just one—the white 
turtlehead, an herbaceous plant with 
pink-rimmed, white flowers. 

"The Baltimore checkerspot's pri
mary host plant is found in wetlands, 
and wetlands are disappearing," says 
Deane Bowers, professor of ecology 
and biology at the University of Colo
rado-Boulder. 

Many of the wetlands in Maryland 
have been developed or succeeded to 
closed-canopy forest where the white 
turtlehead doesn't receive the sun it 
requires. The few surviving plants are 
quickly snatched up by foraging deer 
or, occasionally, crushed under
neath the rubber tread of all-terrain 
vehicles. It soon became clear that a 
captive breeding-and-release program 
wouldn't solve the entire problem; all 
those butterflies need a place to go. 
Instead, the team focused on monitor
ing and maintaining existing popula
tions, locating wetlands that could 
support new colonies, and encourag
ing landowners to volunteer, to help 
collect butterfly data, and to plant 
flowering plants that provide nectar 
for checkerspots and other species. 

By protecting the wetlands, Mary
land residents discovered they could 
help save the butterfly. There was 
also the chance that a sighting of that 
tiny aerialist could inspire people to 
restore their local wetlands. 

"We discovered a colony in Al
legany County where no one knew 
it existed," says Frye. "It inspired a 
group of naturalists, park rangers, 
and seasonal interns to begin remov
ing invasive species so they wouldn't 
overtake white turtlehead habitat 
and clearing vegetation so the plant 
received more direct sunlight." 

New research also shows the 
Baltimore checkerspot is widening its 
options for room and board. Bow
ers has discovered butterfly colonies 
using English plantain (a naturalized 
weed with no relation to the fruit) as 
a host plant, and flourishing in dry 
fields and woodland areas. Although 
the use of English plantain as a host 
plant is promising, some agencies and 
restoration ecologists balk at the idea 
of introducing a non-native weed to 
the landscape. 

No one knows if these efforts 
will help the Baltimore checkerspot 
thrive in Maryland, but the butterfly 
is already raising awareness about 
habitat loss, wetland restoration, and 
insect conservation. 

Every species has a vital role in our 
ecosystem, and all species are connect
ed," Frye concludes. "We should have 
a tremendous respect for all of the spe
cies we share the planet with, even the 
small ones like butterflies." NP 

KEVIN GRANGE is a freelance writer living 

in California. His 2011 travel memoir. Beneath 

Blossom Rain, details his journey to Bhutan 
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Wandering and wondering at the base of 
North America's loneliest mountain. 

L L I Bf . on't look up," I think. "Don't look up." But of course I do. 
I How can I not? The mountain is a magnet, a spot Where 
I the sky lias gone solid, where light is bent blue by gla-
I tiers, and no matter how pretty the season's last flowers 
I that kaleidoscope the fields, well, they're not a mountain. 
I Not the 14,411-foot-high Mount Rainier, center of Mount 
I Rainier National Park, and so far from any other moun

tain that it seems to own the entire sky. 
^^____Jjl But this time I'm not going to look up. The mountain 

k \ ^ is only a fraction of the park, so I've started to wonder: 
What can 1 see. what can 1 learn and experience if I don't really look at the 
mountain—if, for the first time in my life, I come to visit the park and leave 
without a sore neck from always craning for the view? 

It's not an easy thing to do. When you come into the Pacific Northwest, you're 
immediately under the influence of Mount Rainier. Every day. "the moun
tain"—it doesn't need a name beyond that anywhere in the state-plays hide 
and seek with Tacoma and Seattle, with a million people on their way to work 
and running errands: views of the peaks from behind office buildings, rising 
around curves on 1-5 as much as three hours away, giving drivers something to 
do besides curse traffic. The mountain even conies" through clouds like a speed 
bump in the sky for planes carrying passengers to Sea-Tac Airport. 



Give a local kid a pen and a paper, and this is the 
mountain he'll draw: huge, gnarled, streaked by gla
ciers, and all alone. But what might I draw if I ignore 
the mountain, don't give in, don't look up? What if I just 
hang out in Paradise, the park's main visitor area? As 
you read these words, this area will be buried under 
snow more than 20 feet deep, but in the lingering sum
mer, Paradise, with a bunch of trails leading to nearby 
meadows and lakes, is maybe the easiest place in the 
park to look down. Or at least the place where there's 

the most other stuff to 
look at, like mazes of 
wildflowers showing 
off Gauguin's palette in 
light breeze. 

I take the short paved 
Alta Vista Trail, where 
I feel like the tallest 
living thing in the land
scape, walking through 
a ground of prismatic 
waves. A friend of mine 
is a professional flower 
photographer. Before I 

knew her, I used to get into a field of flowers and just 
see patches of color, but she taught me to look closer, at 
the shapes, at the depths, at the way the arrangement 
of petals can change the sound of the bees checking for 
the season's last pollen. She taught me how to look, so 

GIANT FALLEN DOUGLAS FIR along Grove of 
the Patriarchs Trail. RIGHT: Backpacking near 
Pinnacle Peak. BELOW: Mount Rainier and 
the entire Cascade Range make great hunting 
grounds for wild mushrooms, including 
boletus edulis, commonly called porcini. 

I owe her my full attention to this vision. 
I sit by the trail, the white wall of Mount 
Rainier behind me, and get lost in purple 
and blue. Flowers have their own tides, 
species blooming and dying, a slow-
motion dance with the spectrum; this 
view will last only one day no matter how 
I linger, trying to hold it, nose twitching 
from mingled scents, neck starting to hurt from look
ing down so long. 

Almost overwhelmed with beauty, and I still haven't 
looked at the mountain. 

IN ALL, MOUNT RAINER NATIONAL PARK cov
ers 368 square miles, 97 percent of which has been 
designated wilderness. The mountain may be a land
mark to Seattleites—a way to know you're home in the 
world—but it demands at least as much respect after 
its engendered familiarity. Rainier is the most glaci
ated peak in the Lower 48, with more than two dozen 
major glaciers, including ice as deep as 700 feet on 
Carbon Glacier. Few winters go by without local news 
broadcasts showing pictures of the mountain's white 
slopes matching the white clouds and somewhere, hik
ers who've lost the trail. 

Under all that ice is the tallest volcano in the con
tinental United States, and it's still active. For some 
reason, I find that reassuring. I want that reminder 
that the world is bigger and more full of power than 

we truly comprehend, the knowledge that the 
landscape could drastically change in an instant. 
Rainier's last eruption was little more than a burp 
in 1894, just a couple years before Seattle really 
started to become a city with the influx of hope
ful miners headed to the Klondike. The last time 
the mountain really blew its top was roughly a 
thousand years ago. That long spell, though, just 
means the chances of a Mount St. Helens-style 
landscape rearrangement continue to increase. 
Rainier is actually one of the most watched volca
noes around, partly because it seems that its time 
should be coming around, and partly because of the 
huge population in what could be the damage zone. 

I look up, thinking about my unspoken reason 
for coming to the park and trying not to get lost 
in that upward gaze. Not just because looking up 
is the easy thing to do, the expected thing to do, 
but because lately my aging body has decided that Fm 
never really going far uphill under my own power again. 
Okay, I was never going to climb to the peak of Rainier, 

but what if now all that's left are views from where the 
road goes? Are my limitations a constraint or just a 
matter of learning to see differently things Fve never 
seen before because Fve been looking somewhere else? 
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give other plants a place to grow on the 
trees' very flanks, since the Northwest 
soil is so thin. A big red-cedar can have 
a hundred other species growing on it. 

The mountain is keeping its reflection out of the 
Reflection Lakes when I pass by; some days, the entire 
world can seem to be upside down here, eagles flying 
through water. Is that looking up or looking down, I 
wonder as I get out of the truck at the Grove of the Patri
archs loop trail, just an easy mile and a half through a 
boggy edge of the Ohanapecosh River. But once again 
the landscape pulls my eyes up. How can it not? Along 
this trail are trees pushing 300 feet and a thousand years 
old. The western red-cedars, which hollow as they age, 
would have given the local Cowlitz Natives everything 
they needed for houses, clothes, medicine. They also 

HIGH IN THE CANOPY, the sound of 
life: birds playing in the wind, twigs 
and branches rubbing together as if for reassur
ance, needles falling through the air like piano 
scales. And so I start thinking about how moun
tains may raise our eyes, but they themselves flow 
down—six major rivers peel off Rainier—turning 
gravity into music. 

Sure enough, the Ohanapecosh River lies 
under the scenery like a tapestry, changing notes 
with each bend in its course, each glacier-strewn 
boulder it strikes. 

To hear it better, I set out on the Silver Falls 
Trail out of the campground. It's easy; the path 

has almost no rise. It requires only the patience to walk 
a couple of miles. And the falls reward, coming out of 
their own mist cloud. Not big—a human-scale waterfall 
playing the tune of the hill's slope, the trees coming 
close themselves as if to listen. 

I've lived in Washington for the last six years, and 
I wonder if the fact that Rainier is always there has 
kept me from ever really seeing it, less than a four-
hour drive from my house near the Canadian border, 
or maybe only two hours from my sister's Seattle home 
to this wild moment. Even though this is a mountain 

WESTERN PASQUE 

FLOWERS In the 
meadow above Sun
rise Lodge. RIGHT: A 
visitor photographs 
giant Sitka Spruce 
along the Grove of 
the Patriarchs Trail. 

TRAVEL 
ESSENTIALS 
Mount Rainier National Park is only a coup le of hours southeast 

outs ide of Seatt le; check the park websi te for d i rect ions (www. 

nps .gov /mora /p lanyourv is i t /d i rec t ions .h tm) . 

Most out -o f -s ta te visitors f ly in th rough Sea-Tac A i rpo r t or 

take the 1-5 corr idor, wh ich , f rom the nor th , passes Mount Baker 

near the Canadian border, or f r om the south also al lows access 

to Mount St. Helens, for a look at what wil l eventual ly happen to 

Rainier. 

The b iggest array of visi tor services is a round the Nisqual ly 

entrance to the park ( t w o miles outs ide that entrance, Copper 

Creek Inn serves up its famous b lackberry pie and b lackberry 

salmon as seasonal treats.) For a general overview, see the park's 

websi te at www.nps .gov /mora , or the distr ic t 's commerc ia l site 

(see www.vis i t ra in ier .com and cl ick "Plan Your Trip"). For some

th ing d i f ferent f r om the usual campgrounds ( w w w . n p s . g o v / m o r a / 

p lanyourv is i t / camping.h tm) , t ry the Wel lspr ing Spa, in Ashford , 

on the way to Paradise (h t tp : / /we l lspr ingspa.com) . 

Spr ing and fall are peak seasons; at either, some areas may 

be c losed or of fer only l imi ted vis i tat ion so the park can protect 

its wi lderness. In winter, many of the park's roads close, and the 

museums and visitor 's centers general ly close in October. It's a l 

ways best to check well ahead of t ime and as your t r ip dates draw 

near, and even on arrival day for extra peace of mind in a f ickle 

c l imate. Any t ime of year, come prepared for rapid changes in the 

weather, and always come prepared to be rained on. Hypother

mia is a very real danger in the park. 

Most peop le hang ou t a round Paradise, but don ' t over look 

Sunrise. Fewer peop le go there, the views are spectacular at 

the park 's h ighest road po in t , and it may be the single best 

spot to see how the vo lcanoes of the Ring of Fire s tar t to chain 

together . Sunrise is 8 0 miles f r om Nisqual ly; the road is open 

only in summer. 
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SIDETRIP 
UNDERGROUND 

Rainier is all about looking up, so on the way 

back to the wor ld , it can be interest ing to visit 

Seatt le Underground (www.undergroundtour . 

com), a chance to see how the f irst rush of people 

to Seatt le and the shadow of the mounta in l ived. 

Deep under the modern city, these bui ld ings, 

now musty relics, were the face of n ineteenth-

century Seattle, but were essentially bur ied when 

the ci ty 's streets were elevated. The tour shows 

a maze of in terconnected tunnels that were once 

streets, the fine br ickwork of the past on bu i ld

ings' facades, the hef ty metal of an o ld bank 

vault. It's like being able to walk th rough a t ime 

capsule. You can take the regular tour or, some 

evenings, the adul ts-only tour, which reveals the 

darker act iv i t ies that unfo lded behind the carved 

wooden doors that remain. The tour off ice is just 

a round the corner f rom the southern headquar

ters of the Klondike Gold Rush National Historical 

Park in Pioneer Square. Seattle's underground 

passageways may be the only place in this part of 

Wash ington that Mount Rainier doesn' t dominate. 

RAIN FALLS AT LONGMIRE, on 
the southwest side of Mount 
Rainier. To the left, a 1937 Ken-
worth touring motor coach that 
transported visitors from Tacoma 
and Seattle to and from the park 
between 1937 and 1962. 

landscape, I've never really 
touched the mountain, and yet 
I've still had a perfect day. I sit 
in the music of the falls, smell
ing that thick loamy scent of 
the rainforest, like oxygen is 
being pumped directly into my 

heart and lungs, tinged with cedar and fir. 
And I am very, very happy. 
And that's about when I realize what a complete idiot I 

am. Because even if I haven't touched the mountain today, 
how can I deny it's been touching me? If my malamute-
mix Albert were here, somebody to listen, I'd probably go 
off on a riff now, talk about how what I love most about 
the park is that the park visits me even when I can't get 
to it, that huge snow cone a reminder that dominates the 
landscape the way a full moon pulls extra light out of the 
peak glaciers. Many religions teach that the center of the 
world is a great, lone mountain, the axis mundi, the spot 
everything revolves around. And Rainier does that for 
us in the Pacific Northwest, catches us with unexpected 
glimpses of sheer extravagant beauty, like a tree throwing 
perfectly red leaves because it knows it'll never run out. 

I DIDN'T NEED TO COME to the mountain today 
because Rainier always comes to us. Think of the 
mountain as the park pushing wilderness into the city, 
instead of cities always encroaching on wilderness. 

And so back to Paradise, back to the most famous 
views of the mountain. That spread cone swirling clouds 
off its peak, the streaks of glacier and glacier-scraped 
rock. Most of all, the way it shelters all this: me, the falls, 
the trees, the flowers not much larger than pinheads but 
still dressed in their brightest, as if each were an equal 
star. In one of my favorite things ever written, Gary Sny
der's "Smokey the Bear Sutra," the poet calls out Rainier 
as a place of protection, a place where paying attention 
to the life of the mountain will help us "enter the age of 
harmony of man and nature," where we "will always have 
ripe blackberries to eat and a sunny spot under a pine 
tree to sit at." 

All the way home, the mountain will play peek-a-boo 
with my rearview mirror. It really is closer than it appears. 

EDWARD READICKER-HENDERSON lives on a lake in 

Washington State, about 20 minutes from the northernmost 

views of Mount Rainier. 
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BY TOM KIZZIA 
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Three decades after 
President Carter added 47 
million acres of Alaska to 
the National Park System, 
managing those lands 
remains a complex and 
highly political effort. 

or countless millennia, the cari

bou herds of Northwest Alaska 

have migrated across the Brooks 

Range in fall, leaving their 

calving grounds in the Arctic tundra for 

sheltered valleys to the south. And for at 

least eight of those millennia, according to 

archaeological records, the caribou have 

been met along the way by Inupiat Eskimo 

hunters preparing tor the Toivgwrrm^^^B 

In recent years, though, the caribou 

stopped showing up with their usual 

reliability. The local Inupiat turned for 

help to an unlikely source—the National 

Park Service. 

The apparent problem: Commercial outfit

ters based in Kotzebue were taking more 

and more urban hunters from Anchorage 

and the Lower 48 states to the mountains 

north of the traditional Eskimo villages. 
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DENA'INA ATHABASKAN 
residents of Nondalton use a 
gillnet to haul whitefish from 
under the ice near Lake Clark 
National Park & Preserve. 
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CARIBOU IN THE 
PORCUPINE HERD 
migrating through 
the Brooks Range. 
RIGHT: Nondalton 
resident Jack 
Hobson looks for 
moose along the 
Chulitna River in 
Lake Clark National 
Preserve. 

The first caribou of fall, encountering this 
early-season fusillade as they came south, 
turned and headed for the hills, dispersing 
the herds away from the usual river cross
ings and hunting grounds. 

In most of the United States, such a dis
pute between groups of hunters wouldn't 
be the concern of national park rangers. 
Hunting is banned in most national parks 

But Alaska has been governed by special 
rules ever since 1980, when an act of Con
gress doubled the size of the National Park 
System while adding 104 million acres of 
new parks, preserves, and wildlife refuges 
in the 49th state. Under that law, Noatak 
National Preserve in Northwest Alaska is 
open to any hunter with a state license, 
with a priority given to local rural Alas
kans hunting and fishing for subsistence, 
to meet important dietary and cultural 
needs in their communities. In 2012, after 
years of local complaints, the National 
Park Service finally asserted its jurisdic
tion, restricting commercial air taxis from 

delivering early-season urban hunters to 
the preserve. The move was controversial 
and will require further tinkering. But it 
worked. Migration patterns, and the fall 
subsistence hunts, went back to their old 
ways. Just as Congress intended. 

It has been more than three decades since 
Congress launched its huge experiment in 
managing what historian Theodore Catton 
has called "inhabited wilderness." The Alaska 
National Interest Lands Conservation Act of 
1980 (ANILCA) set out explicitly to preserve 
not only the land but, to a certain extent, the 
lives of the rural people living on that land. 

"It was that tension between the rights 
of native peoples to be masters of their own 
cultural evolution on the one hand, and the 
desires of preservationists to retain the prim
itive feeling of Alaska's national parks on the 
other, which made the new parks so interest
ing and yet so fraught with difficulty," Catton 
wrote in Inhabited Wilderness, an early his

tory of the Alaska experiment. 
So how has it worked out one generation 

later? To some extent, it depends where you 
plunk down your finger on Alaska's map. 

There have been examples of bureaucratic 
bungling by uptight or bullying federal 
officials, acts of violence and destruction 
by squirrely locals, and growing tension 
among Alaskans playing federal and state 
laws off each other in a contest for hunting 
and fishing access. National park super
intendents have faced tough negotiations 
with state officials working under very dif
ferent priorities. They have also faced tough 
negotiations with one another, as disputes 
arose between old Alaska hands and Park 
Service careerists, cycling north for a tour 
of duty, who saw local residents as a prob
lem to be managed tightly. 

But there have been happy successes 
as well. The passage of time has brought, 
perhaps surprisingly, a growing measure of 
affection for the parks in rural communities 
that once resisted the coming of uniformed 

rangers and the new rules they brought to 
the continent's last wide-open country. 
Now, these communities sometimes look 
to the feds to defend rural subsistence life
styles against urban sportsmen and their 
elected representatives, whose growing 
numbers have come to dominate modern 
Alaska politics. 

The beneficiaries have been all rural 
Alaskans, not just Alaska Natives. Hun
dreds of miles south of the Noatak River, 
for example, in a corner of Denali National 
Park and Preserve, both settlers and local 
Ahtna Indians in the tiny highway town 
of Cantwell were granted the right to use 
all-terrain vehicles to haul moose meat 

out of several valleys over hardened trails. 
Anchorage hunters got no such advantage. 

On everyday issues such as cutting 
firewood and house logs in the parks, man
agers have had to learn how to engage local 
communities creatively, rather than hand 
down edicts. 

It hasn't always worked. But today, under 
the leadership of Jon Jarvis, who learned the 
Alaska challenges first-hand in the 1990s 
as superintendent of Wrangell-St. Elias 
National Park, the National Park Service says 
it has embraced the new thinking. 

"This isn't about drawing a line and kick
ing everybody out," says Sue Masica, director 
of the agency's Alaska region since 2008. 
"These places were set aside because they 
have very special values and resources, and 
the people living here contribute to that." 

Far from being a one-time response to 
Alaska's pioneer heritage and Native cul
tures, Masica says, this practice of engaging 
local communities has become part of the 
standard Park Service playbook for new 
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The Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation 
Act of 1980 set out explicitly to preserve not only 
the land but, to a certain extent, the lives of the 
rural people living on that land. 



KATIE JOHN, an Ahtna Athabaskan Indian, 
who passed away last Summer, will be 
remembered for leading a successful batt le 
to ensure that her grandchildren and other 
rural residents retain their rights to fish for 
salmon in Alaska's parks and preserves. 
RIGHT: Historic image of ice fishing for 
tomcod. BELOW: Sockeye salmon drying on 
racks before being smoked at lliamna Lake, 
in Bristol Bay, Southwest Alaska. 

and expanded parks since ANILCA—from 
the California desert of the 1980s to the 
present-day discussions involving the for
ests of northern Maine. Alaska veterans 
have also been invited abroad to advise 
other countries on setting up conserva
tion plans that engage indigenous and rural 
communities. 

"Why move to Alaska if not for the love 
of nature?" an innkeeper in the Wrangell 
Mountain ghost town of McCarthy wrote in 
Alaska's newspapers a few years back, call
ing for more cooperation from the parks. 

"Who better to partner with than those 
who choose to live a wilderness lifestyle?" 

Today, the Alaska experiment may sound 
like part of a grand philosophical vision for 
conservation's future. But it emerged in the 

1970s from an improvised mix of compro
mise, back-to-nature romanticism, and 
political expedience. 

To win the vote in Congress, environ
mentalists needed support from Alaska 
Natives, whose cultural connection to the 
land and its animals goes far beyond sim

ply putting food on the table, especially in 
scores of roadless villages throughout the 
bush. Thus were born the important pro
visions protecting traditional subsistence 
hunting and fishing on federal conservation 
lands. But state leaders and Alaska's con
gressional delegation resisted the idea of 
favoring Native people, so subsistence and 
other lifestyle protections were awarded to 
all rural Alaskans. 

Some environmentalists and Park Ser
vice officials worried that the compromise 
had given away too much. Surely, they feared, 
as rural communities grew like towns had in 
the American West, pressures for local use 
would become incompatible with wilderness 
values. Thus far, though, Alaska's bush com
munities, cold and remote, have experienced 
little of the growth recently seen in Alaska's 
urban areas. 

The new national parks are now widely 
accepted in Alaska's business community 
as essential parts of the state's tourist 
economy. But politicians led by Alaska's 
powerful congressional delegation some
times accused the Park Service of ignoring 
the compromises and imposing excessive 
restrictions as it implemented ANILCA. 
The challenges go beyond the opportunity 
to hunt but also include traveling to hunt
ing grounds and gaining access across Park 
Service land to a resident's home. Local 
landowners were often genuinely unable 
to figure out the rules to the new game—or 
cynically tried to write their own. 

In one particularly high-profile case in 
Wrangell-St. Elias National Park, a char
ismatic and monstrous father of 15 led his 
clan in an escalating war with the park 
over his right to take a bulldozer down an 

overgrown washed-out wagon road that 
happened to be on park land. He said he 
just wanted access to the abandoned mine 
where his family lived. With his old-fash
ioned garb and Bible quotations, "Papa 
Pilgrim" became a poster boy for the 
property-rights movement—until he was 
imprisoned for violently abusing his family 
and relying on isolation to keep his secrets. 

The final outcome was positive for the 
park: A federal court ruling clarified the 
government's right to insist on environ
mental studies and regulatory permits 
before a bulldozer rumbles to life in a 
national park. The resolution also led in 
2007 to a well-received and less draconian 
process to help landowners inside the park 
obtain legal access to their homes. Before 
the Pilgrim case, each park in Alaska 
approached the issue differently, which 
confused and frustrated residents. 

Park rangers were sometimes derided as 
jack-booted thugs by the right and as spine
less wimps by conservation groups. In the 
mid-1980s, an environmentalist lawsuit 
forced the government to shut down most 
of the last small gold mines still roiling 
creekbeds inside parks. In 2006, NPCA led 
several other groups in court to force the 
Park Service to curb off-road vehicles scar
ring the soggy tundra in the Wrangells. The 
final plan allows some recreational use over 
established trails in the area's less-restric
tive national preserve, while limiting use to 
rural subsistence inside the national park. 

Joel Hard, the deputy regional direc
tor for the Park Service, was an Alaska 
State Trooper back in the early days of 
ANILCA, based at times along the Yukon 
River in the hot-headed village of Eagle. 
Local resistance to the Park Service was 
strong, from bull-dozer operator and bush 
hippie alike, as captured in John McPhee's 
memorable book about those days in 
Alaska, Coming into the Country. Today, 
that bitterness is mostly gone, Hard says. 
In Yukon-Charley Rivers National Pre
serve, back-to-the-land pressures have 
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To win the 
vote in 
Congress, 
environmen
talists needed 
support from 
Alaska Natives, 
whose cultural 
connection 
to the land 
and its ani
mals goes far 
beyond simply 
putting food 
on the table. 



Although 
the Alaska 
Experiment 
appears to be 
working for many 
people living in 
or near the parks, 
the state is still 
fighting much 
of the federal 
government's 
basic authority to 
manage its lands. 

faded, some of the most disgruntled resi
dents have moved on, and federal rangers 
have tried to keep their presence low-key. 

At least that was the case until 2010, 
when a law enforcement showdown in 
Yukon-Charley blazed headlines and 
revived decades-old resistance from the 
state of Alaska to federal authority. 

The face-off involved two seasonal 
park rangers in a patrol boat who forced a 

71-year-old local man to the shore at gun
point on the Yukon and wrestled him into 
handcuffs because he refused to Stop his 
skiff and submit to a safety inspection. 
Privately, park officials regretted the inci
dent; the rangers involved were moved to 
assignments elsewhere. But state lawyers 
jumped in to support the boater, and the 
case morphed from a magistrate's mis
demeanor into a full-blown district court 
challenge of federal jurisdiction where the 
river passes through the preserve. 

"We are all one misstep away from 
having an aggravating circumstance, and 
politicians are ready to jump in and take 
advantage and hold fundraisers," says 
Hard. "In this case, antagonists were eager 
to pour gasoline on it." 

State vs. Feds 
Although the Alaska experiment appears to 
be working for many people living in or near 

COW MOOSE RUNNING along shallow water 
near shore, after swimming from an island in 
Lake Clark National Park & Preserve. 

the parks, the state is still fighting much of 
the federal government's basic authority to 
manage its lands. By far the most flamma
ble state-federal conflict under ANILCAhas 
been over hunting and fishing and related 
issues of managing game. Indeed it must 
be conceded that "subsistence" is turning 
into Alaska's Hundred Year War, with no 
end in sight. 

When Congress created its subsistence 
priority for rural Alaskans in 1980, every
one assumed the state would follow suit and 
legislate its own rural priority. Hunting and 
fishing would be managed jointly and coop
eratively. It worked for a while, but in 1989 
the Alaska Supreme Court threw out the 
state's new subsistence law, saying the state 
constitution reserved fish and game for all 
residents equally, without discrimination 
by zip code. Several efforts since to draft 
a constitutional amendment that would 
allow a rural preference have been blocked 
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NPCA STAFF JOIN VOLUNTEERS 
and Park Service employees to re
pair Copper Lake Trail in Wrangell-
St. Elias National Park, in August 
2011, so that locals can fish and 
hunt in the region, residents can 
gain access to their property, and 
the public can enjoy various forms 
of recreation. 

by urban legislators, despite polls showing 
continued statewide support for the idea. 

This left the federal government as 
the only defenders of rural subsistence, at 
least on national parks and refuges created 
by ANILCA. But the feds had to be blud
geoned into taking leadership on this issue, 
through a series of federal court decisions 
won by Indian rights lawyers. 

The result today, in the highly politi
cized rod-and-gun world of Alaska, is 
a jury-rigged system known as "dual 
management." The map of Alaska is now a 
patchwork of state and federal jurisdictions. 
State hunting laws apply on federal lands— 
except where they conflict with subsistence, 
at which point the feds step in. The result is a 
system that grows more Byzantine not only 
for hunters and fishermen but for the bureau
crats charged with explaining the laws. 

It hasn't helped that state-federal rela
tions have gotten testier in the past decade, 

soured by the nation's cultural and political 
divisions. Today's governor, Sean Parnell, has 
been especially busy resurrecting retro-1970s 
fed-bashing as a northern hinterland variety 
of anti-Obama Republicanism. 

One of the sharpest conflicts between 
the state and federal governments involves 
the state's ongoing efforts to kill off preda
tors, mainly wolves and bears, to increase 
numbers of moose and other game. This 
involves aerial hunting, expanded trap
ping seasons, and authorization to use bait 
stations for bears and spotlights in dens. In 
the national preserves, where jurisdictions 
overlap, the Park Service has to come up 
with special rules every year to forbid these 
practices, saying the parks are meant to be 
managed as ecosystems, not game farms. 
But the predator programs continue right 
outside park boundaries, which, some sus
pect, is why fewer wolves are being seen 
along the Denali National Park road. 

The state's effort to sell predator control 
as a pro-subsistence strategy, beneficial to 
rural as well as urban hunters, suggests 
there may be limits to how far even the 
most sympathetic park official can go to 
accommodate the lingering pioneer life
style of Alaska. 

"You walk through a gate in the Lower 
48 and every use of the park is regulated. 
The people who framed ANILCA decided 
not to do that," says deputy regional direc
tor Hard. The challenge for the parks, he 
says, is to make sure that those who live 
in the continent's last great wilderness 
exercise that freedom without altering the 
fundamental wildness of the land. 

TOM KIZZIA tells the story of Papa Pilgrim in his 

new book. Pilgrim's Wilderness. A longtime reporter 

for the Anchorage Daily News, he has written about 

Alaska conservation issues for 35 years. 
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TAKING THE 
TRADITIONAL 
BIRTHDAY PLUNGE 
into the ice-cold 
waters of Ross Lake 
(top), paddling the 
big canoe, pausing 
for a breather at 
Maple Pass, and 
enjoying the view 
from Sauk Mountain 
Trail. 

It was like showing up for summer camp a week late. 

Everyone else already knows when breakfast is served, how to get to the din
ing hall, where the dirty dishes go, and where the leftover cookies are hidden. 
And I'm standing all alone with a brown plastic tray in my hand looking utterly 
lost. What's worse, everyone else has already made half a dozen life-long friends, 
and I'm the new kid. At 44. 

The feeling didn't last too long, but I struggled in my first week at the North 
Cascades Institute, surrounded by staff and visitors well-versed in the rou
tines. Well known throughout Seattle and the surrounding area, NCI's 
Environmental Learning Center offers arts and science classes to adults 
ind a three-day Mountain School course for young students that mixes 
equal parts sleepover, science curriculum, and sing-along. Years ago, one 
of my co-workers in NPCA's Seattle office had taken several classes on the 
stunning modern campus of "the Center," as it's often called, and sug
gested a magazine article, but we'd never gotten around to it. So when my 
six-week sabbatical came up (a perk offered to every NPCA employee at 
the seven-year mark), it seemed the perfect place to rest, recuperate, 
reassess my career, and record it all with a camera and a sketchpad. I 
offered to teach several classes in writing and photography while tak
ing a few classes myself. Katie, the program manager for the Center, 
was on board from the start. 

I decided to forgo a car for the first few weeks, not only to save 
NPCA a few bucks but so that I could really get a sense of the place 
and spend time with the people there—something that's too easy 
to avoid when a rental car is at your disposal in the midst of 
680,000 acres of mountains and glaciers and old-growth forest. 
That meant starting most days with a beautiful and strenuous 
30-minute hike up a trail that connected the sleepy "company 
town" of Diablo to the Center. Usually I made the journey with 
a few of my roommates, all of whom worked at the Center: 
Aneka, a former grad student at Western Washington Univer-

Text, Photos, and Illustrations 
by Scott Kirkwood 
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ANDRIANA FLETCHER leads class instructors on a blind hike to celebrate 
the end of Mountain School for the Summer; learning acro-yoga with 
the roommates. BOTTOM: The Goat Peak lookout tower at sunset; kids 
learning and laughing at the North Cascades Institute; and the view of 
Pyramid Peak, which greets Center visitors every morning. 

sity, who now leads several of the days-long expeditions for young 
teens; Kate, a former grad student who often works at the Center 
in the summer; Justin, an instructor who spends most of the year 
with students in Yosemite but prefers to spend his summers in 
the Cascades, away from the crowds; Guy, an Israeli studying at 
Arizona's Prescott College, who was interning for the summer; and 
Guy's fiancee Kristina, a former counselor for troubled teens, who 
was volunteering at the Center during his stint. 

It took me a while to warm up to my new roommates and the 
other dozen staff and grad students I'd get to know over the course 
of my stay. Nearly all of them had serious schooling and experience 
as naturalists—they could identify almost every plant in view with 
very little effort, whereas I would have lost a competition with just 
about every fifth-grade student on campus. So I kept quiet more 
than most, feeling my way into things, until one evening, I came 
back from a hike to the sounds of laughter in the backyard. Time 
to overcome my shyness and join in. 

Guy and Kristina were teaching an activity called "acro-yoga," a 
cross between yoga and gymnastics. This hybrid requires two peo
ple: one acts as the base (like your dad propping you on his feet to 
play "airplane" when you were a kid), and the second person teeters 
above, pulling off gymnastics-like moves. It was all pretty easy for the 
"instructors"—Guy is athletic, and Kristina might tip the scales at 90 
pounds after a Thanksgiving feast—but a little more challenging for 
the newbies, especially when the "flyer" is a 200-pound guy with the 
agility of a moose. Gravity was the clear winner that day, but laughter 
came in a close second: Few things bring people together like trying 
ridiculous things and failing miserably. I felt a little more bonded 
with my roommates by the time the sun went down. 

A J O W T * ^ S^Gfc l 
My first arts class wouldn't begin for a couple of weeks, so Katie 
invited me to join the staff and grad students leading the fifth-
graders during their three days at Mountain School, one of the 
Center's signature programs. I grabbed my camera and offered to 
provide photos for the Center's blog and publications, and of course, 
for the article I'd write for this magazine. 

From the start, I marveled at the ways the grad students and 
staff were able to capture the children's attention with nothing but 
a forest. Each of them had clever tricks to keep the kids focused, 

and tiny lessons wrapped up in play. Andrea yelled out, "Magnetic 
toes!" and 10 children quickly formed a circle with their sneakers 
touching the student on either side; we closed our eyes as she hid a 
stick in several clever spots within the circle, to help us sharpen our 
observation skills. Ranger Dylan taught us all how to distinguish 
a carnivore from an herbivore with a simple rhyme: "Eyes in the 
front, likes to hunt. Eyes to the side, likes to hide." And Kevin led 
his group of students in an "Each one teach one" session, where 
each child learns several key aspects of a plant and then teaches 
the rest of us, one by one. 

One discovery: Fifth-graders ask a lot of questions, many of 
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which have absolutely nothing to do with the most recent sentence 
uttered by their instructor. But these fifth-graders also learned 
a lot more in 48 hours than I remember ever packing inside my 
brain: Consumers, producers, decomposers, invertebrates, biotic, 
abiotic—SAT words are being thrown in every direction, and these 
kids are only 11. 

In no time, the little ones were looking up to the staff as if they 
were the coolest kids they'll ever meet. Pretty soon, I felt like a 
member of the high-school yearbook staff, my sole purpose to write 
and photograph the experiences of the football players and the 
cheerleaders—only these folks would be the first to tell you they're 
much more like the nerdv members of the Science Club. Somehow 

science got cool. Imagine that. 
Hillary led her group on a "silent hike," a perennial favorite. We 

each hiked on our own, departing in intervals of one to two min
utes, so we could enjoy our time alone in the woods. Hillary placed 
a dozen colorful laminated cards on the ground, each with a simple 
instruction: "Close your eyes and breathe in the smells." "Do a little 
dance." "Hug the nearest tree." (For the 
record, yes, I did that dance and I hugged 
that tree—I'm a rule follower.) Solitude 
was something that I'd always appreci
ated about my national park visits, but 
it was clearly an experience most of the 

DETAILS FROM A 
FOGGY Cascade Pass 
(opposite) and an 
unexpected adven
ture on Sourdough 
Mountain. 
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children had never encountered, and one 
they all enjoyed. 

The North Cascades are not an easy place 
to know. 

More than 95 percent of the park 
complex has been designated Wilderness 
with a capital "W." It is the wildest place 
in the Lower 48 and perhaps the closest 
thing to pristine that you will ever find: 
There is only one major road through it, 
there are no schmancy lodges, there are 
no paved paths, and you can't pedal your 
bike on any of its hundreds of trails. Some 
people consider it heaven. But all of that 
untamed land renders most of the park's 
towering peaks nearly impossible to 
climb, impossible to experience—impos
sible even to see. 

You don't explore the park as you 
would Yellowstone or Glacier or Yosemite, 
from the comfort of your car, on a short 
day hike. You don't hop off a shuttle bus, 
wander for hours, then board another 
shuttle bus five miles away like you might 
at Acadia or Zion, because there are no 
shuttle buses at all. You poke and prod 
the Cascades. You tickle the edges. You work for every inch you get. 
And you're never really satisfied. 

Almost every time I told anyone that I was going on a hike rec
ommended by one of their friends, I was greeted with the response, 
"Oh, I've never done that one—it's on my list." These people live 
here, remember, and they hike constantly. It's not because they're 
lazy or take the park for granted. It's because the region contains 
nearly 400 miles of trails, because those trails are hard to get to, 
and because only a few months out of the year can you reasonably 
expect to reach a peak without encountering 20 feet of snow. All 
this reminds me that as much as we may think these special places 
are simply "green" amusement parks created for us, they are actu
ally wild places that we experience on their terms, not ours. 

People here don't look at park boundaries the way vacationers 
do, thinking "Where can I go to see the national park?" There is no 
line that says, "This part is beautiful; you may now take a picture." 
It's ALL beautiful. (And it's nearly impossible to capture in one pho
tograph.) So like the other residents of the area—the ones with paws 
and claws—local residents don't seem to care which federal agency 
administers the land. You go where you want to go to do what you 
want to do, whether that's biking, rock climbing, mountaineering, 
or paddling a canoe. Everyone here knows where to get the proper 
permits for certain activities and everyone knows which ones are 
forbidden, and that's about all that matters. 

IffC-T tT<*»c\ 

After a few days of Mountain School, I was ready to do some 
exploring on my own, so I told a few folks that I was going to hike 
Sourdough Mountain, which my guidebook described as "A mile 
straight up and 5-5 miles on the ground—a priceless panorama 
of craggy, spiraling, glacier-hugging, cloud-piercing, with unbe
lievably breathtaking peaks as the payoff." The hike was rigorous 
as advertised, but the trees that conveniently blocked the heat of 
the mid-day sun also blocked my view of the mountains on every 
side. So I focused my camera on the details and textures of leaves, 
moss, tree bark, and sponges. Given the dramatic slopes and the 
fact that I was in no rush, I took plenty of breaks to eat some fruit 
and catch my breath. After roughly two-and-a-half hours of climb
ing, the trees were thinning out and the snow was piling up, so I 
figured I was approaching the top. I made my way through one big 
patch of snow with little trouble, then found a second one to be a 
little more challenging, but I always found my way back to the trail 
pretty quickly. 

Until I didn't. At one point the snow just seemed to go on 
and on, and in places the terrain was quite steep, but I wasn't 
ready to give up. I made one last-gasp attempt to find the route 
ahead of me. It was nowhere to be found. So I turned around 
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A FEW PAGES 
from the author's 
sketchbook, and 
the final product 
from "The Artful 
Map" class. 

to get back on the path—but it wasn't there anymore. Uh oh. 
I started hiking up a bit, then down a bit, in a zig-zag pattern 
that I hoped would bring me back to the path, but soon I had no 
idea if I was above the trail or below it. Every time I thought, 
"There's an opening that must be the trail," I was wrong. Just a 
gap between the trees that left me a little more lost and a little 
more tired. And then it started getting harder and harder to 
hike, the trees and brush blocking my way. The steeper it got, 
the more desperately I clung to smaller trees and branches, no 
doubt violating some sort of Park Service policy about leaving 
no trace. I fell a couple times, slipping down the side of the 
mountain 10 or 20 feet at a time, and I got a little worried. Until 
I realized I was surrounded by melting snow and it was only 

2:00 in the afternoon on a warm June day. I was in no danger. 
Still, I imagined people wondering, "Where's Scott?" around 
dinner time. A team of rescuers would be sent to look for me 
at sunset. And then the embarrassment of everyone learning 
what had happened. I could see the headlines: "National Parks 
Magazine Editor Lost in National Park! On Well-Marked Trail!" 
While my imagination was running away with me, my feet were 
getting me back on track, literally. After about 15 minutes of 
mild panic, I stumbled onto the path, walked back to Diablo, 
and collapsed on the couch with a humbling story to share with 
my roommates. By the end of my stay, I'd heard most of the 
snow had melted, but there were too many other trails left to 
explore; I never did make it to the top of Sourdough Mountain. 
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Ever since I was a child, I've admired people who can portray what 
they see with a pencil and a piece of paper. I never advanced past 
the child-like house and family and clouds and quarter-sun shining 
from the top corner of the page. Every so often I'd take a drawing 
class or get about 50 pages into the classic Drawing on the Right 
Side of the Brain, fill a few pages in a new sketchbook, only to 
abandon it in the back of a closet. So I was excited to enroll in two 
art classes during my sabbatical—a sketching class at Padilla 
Bay (90 minutes west of the park) taught by Libby Mills, a 
talented artist and a well-known birding expert, and a 
class at the Center called "The Artful Map" by Jocelyn 
Curry, which combined drawing, watercolor, and S 
calligraphy. 

I'd expected a diverse mix of students, * 
like those I'd encountered in art and 
photography classes in Washington, . ' 
D.C., but at 9 a.m. both of the 
two-day classes began with a 
parade of a dozen women 
in their 50s and 60s, 
all with graying 
hair that was a 
little unkempt, a 
few extra pounds, 
and dressed in lay
ers—a group of happy 
aging hippies with watercol-
ors tucked under their arms. I 
loved them all immediately, and I 
hope to be as happy as they are when 
I reach their age. 

Both instructors had a warm, sup
portive approach that my classmates and I 
enjoyed. Libby incorporated simple techniques 
like contour drawing (following the edge of an object 
with your eyes and letting the pen mirror that motion 
without even looking at the paper), drawing the negative 
space created by a chair's legs rather than the legs them
selves, and quick "gesture drawings" which attempt to get at 
the essence of the subject (a bird in flight) rather than portray it 
perfectly, literally. All of these techniques are designed to free up 
an artist and help focus attention on the subject rather than the 
final product. I quickly realized that drawing is roughly 10 percent 
instruction and 90 percent just doing it, that the biggest obstacle to 
just doing it is a fear that it won't turn out well, and that the more 
I accept I won't do it well, the better I get. 

The Artful Map class required us to dream up a subject that 
would incorporate several skills into one completed project. Joc
elyn provided basic lessons in calligraphy and watercolors and 
shared some popular books full of maps for inspiration. Other stu
dents crafted maps that showed where they'd lived over the years, 
where they'd honeymooned, where they'd hiked, and the landscape 

of the Center itself, but I focused on my home of Washington, D.C., 
opting for a casual feel with simple icons denoting sports like kaya
king and golf, along with some wise-cracking comments that reveal 
my personality. The water-color work was scary, especially since we 
were given only one piece of paper, but I embraced the mistakes, 
and ultimately they gave the piece character. Most of us envied 
the work of our fellow students, but everyone seemed happy with 
their finished product, because regardless of the quality of the cal
ligraphy or the accuracy of the flora and fauna portrayed, it told 

our story—stories we shared with one another at the end of the 
day. Stories we can share with our friends and family when 

we return home and post our work on the refrigerator for 
everyone to see. 

-rVfcivals 
Whether gathering for meals, start

ing a campfire, beginning a science 
^ lesson, or saying goodbye, the 

\ instructors and the students 
incorporated rituals into 

nearly every experi
ence—some big, 

some small, some 
meaningful, some 

qu i t e sil ly. And 
those rituals had a way 

of reminding us to stop and 
take time to breathe in every 

experience. It's not something most 
of us do in our office buildings, in our 

cubicles, or even at home with our families 
or our friends. 

On the last day of Mountain School, the parade 
of fifth-graders came to an end, and, as was the tradi

tion, the Center staff recognized the event with a small 
celebration. They kidnapped the grad students who lead most 

of the programs, used old-fashioned fire extinguishers to douse 
them with water, blindfolded them, and guided them on a "trust 
walk" through the woods to an open field. Someone suggested an 
activity called "Rocks, Sticks, and Leaves," then led off by describ
ing what rocked about Mountain School, what will stick with her, 
and what she'll leave with. Most everyone reflected on the people 
they'd met, the things they'd learned, and the ways they'd become 
better teachers. It was clear that these people consider one another 
far more than co-workers, and it was nice to be invited to complete 
their circle. 

A few weeks later, Kevin (aka "Biggs") persuaded 20 staff, grads, 
and me to paddle "the big canoe" to the center of Diablo Lake, 
where we would each add one piece of clothing to a mesh bag, sink 
it to the bottom of the lake, and magically imbue our socks, shirts, 
shorts, and yes, underwear with the power of the water and the 
mountains and the glaciers. It's crazy. So, of course, we all do it. We 
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Interested in taking classes 

offered by the North Cascades 

Institute? Offerings are more 

plentiful in the summer, but 

classes are offered year-round at 

the park and in field excursions 

to Mount Baker, Methow Valley, 

the San Juan Islands, Seattle, 

and elsewhere. Learn more at 

www.ncascades.org. 

FINAL MOMENTS in the North Cascades-the 
author (above right) paddling Ross Lake with 
friends. Molly Hashimoto (right) and Jocelyn 
Curry, art instructors at the North Cascades 
Institute. 

laugh as our errant strokes lead paddles to 
clash, we smile as Biggs yells at us for that 
reason, and we sing silly camp songs advis
ing the listener against roller skating in a 
buffalo herd. We chant while the bag is low
ered 300 feet into the lake, and we chant 
while it is brought back to the surface. Then 
we stand on the shore and we wring out our 
clothes and we walk back home with smiles 
on our faces, one more ridiculous ritual 
that brings the tribe just a little bit closer. 

lerr»;3 6c?c?Alov^5 
Everyone was determined to make my last 
day special. Hike to a lookout tower? Drive 
to the East Side? I opted for the simple 
option, right in our backyard—a late-night 
canoe ride on Diablo Lake. Five of us set 
out in a big canoe, and what seemed like 
an hour turned into three. We explored 
the gorge, finally turning around near 
Ross Dam to make our way back, when we 
noticed the water had turned to glass. We 
stopped paddling, lay on our backs, stared 
up at the sky, and watched the stars come 
out one by one. We talked about everything 
and nothing at all. If you had to get a tattoo, 

what would it be, and where? 
What's your favorite national 
park? Is Facebook evil or per
fect? The sort of questions you 
discuss at a sleepover, with 
your best friends, until you 
simply can't keep your eyes 
open one minute longer. 

And once again, I realized 
that being at the Center is just 
like being at camp: It's living 
together, sleeping together, 
waking up together, eating 
together, wearing clothes for 
a little longer than you should, 
skipping showers, sleeping 
under the s tars , painting 
and drawing things that you 
would never show to some
one else if they weren't sitting 

right next to you paint
ing their own humble 
piece of art. It's going on 
long hikes where you end 
up talking a lot more than 

you otherwise would. It's 
helping someone bandage 
a knee. It's feeling so tired 
that you can't move another 
inch, only you have to. It's 
helping someone else achieve 
something, but more impor
tant, it's asking for help when 
you need it and having no 
choice but to accept. It's being 
away from home, or welcoming 
someone into your own home. 
It's eating new food that isn't of 
your choosing. It's learning a lot 
of new things—about plants and 

animals and rocks, and yourself. It's being 
a little terrified on those first few days, 
and by the end, not wanting to leave. And 
eventually you realize it's not so much the 
rocks and the trees and the animals and 
the stars, it's the people who were standing 
next to you when you saw all those things 
for the first time. Because you will never 
remember the names of all the species you 
encountered, but there are plenty of names 
that you won't soon forget. 

SCOTT KIRKWOOD is the editor in chief of 

National Parks magazine. 
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No Contract. 
No Risk. 
Great Value. 
PLANS FROM JUST $10/MONTH - Easy plans that will save you 
money. We can even transfer your existing phone number for 
you at no extra cost. 

100% RISK-FREE GUARANTEE* - With our no obligation return 
policy, you have nothing to lose. 

NO CONTRACTS - Upgrade, change, or cancel your plan at any 
time, and for any reason. You are in control with Consumer Cellular. 

A VARIETY OF PHONES - From simple phones, to options with 
large, bright screens and big buttons, or even top-of-the-line 
smartphones. 

USE YOUR OWN PHONE - You can use any phone that is 
compatible with Consumer Cellular. We'll ship you a SIM card 
for FREE and there's no activation fee! 

We're helping protect our national 
parks for future generations 

Our national parks are living, breathing monuments to our nation's history, culture, and 
landscape. They need our care and support to overcome the many dangers that threaten 
to destroy them forever. 

Join the National Parks Conservation Association, along with Consumer Cellular to ensure our national parks get 
that vital care and support...now and into the future. 

Consumer Cellular will donate up to $5 to the NPCA when you sign up for e-billing. 

CALL CONSUMER CELLULAR TODAY (888) 589-9654 
OR VISIT www.ConsumerCellular.com/NPCA 
ALSO AVAILABLE AT Sears 

Consumer Cellular 
« - A / \ R P Member-Advantages 

AARP members ask for your special discounts when starting new service! 

2013 Consumer Cellular, Inc. New service activation on approved credit. Cellular service is not available in all areas and is subject to system limitations. Terms and 
Conditions subject to change. "If you're not satisfied within the first 30 days. 30 minutes. 30 text messages or 30MB of data use. whichever comes first, cancel and 
pay nothing, no questions asked. 'Visit www.ConsumerCellular.com for further details on our number one rating. 

AARP member benefits are provided by third parties, not by AARP or its affiliates. Providers pay a royalty fee to AARP for the use of its intellectual 
property. These fees are used for the general purposes of AARP. Some provider offers are subject to change and may have restrictions. Please 
contact the provider directly for details. 

http://www.ConsumerCellular.com/NPCA
http://www.ConsumerCellular.com


Chicago Doctor Invents Affordable Hearing Aid 
Outperforms Many Higher Priced Hearing Aids 

Reported by J. Page 

Chicago: Board-certified physician Dr. 
S. Cherukuri has done it once again with 
his newest invention of a medical grade 
ALL DIGITAL affordable hearing aid. 

This new digital hearing aid is packed 
with all the features of $3,000 competitors 
at a mere fraction of the cost. Now, most 
people with hearing loss are able to 
enjoy crystal clear, natural sound—in 
a crowd, on the phone, in the wind — 
without suffering through "whistling" 
and annoying background noise. 

New Digital Hearing Aid 
Outperforms Expensive Competitors 

This sleek, lightweight, fully programmed 
hearing aid is the outgrowth of the digital 
revolution that is changing our world. 
While demand for "all things digital" 
caused most prices to plunge (consider 
DVD players and computers, which 
originally sold for thousands of dollars and 
today can be purchased for less then $100). 
yet the cost of a digital medical hearing aid 
remained out of reach. 

Dr. Cherukuri knew that many of his 
patients would benefit but couldn't afford 
the expense of these new digital hearing 
aids. Generally they are not covered by 
Medicare and most private health insurance. 

S A M E F E A T U R E S A S 

E X P E N S I V E H E A R I N G A ID 

C O M P E T I T O R S 

J Mini Behind-The-Ear hear
ing aid with thin tubing for a 
nearly invisible profile 

J Advanced noise reduction to 
make speech clearer 

J Feedback Cancellation 
eliminates whistling 

J Wide dynamic range 
compression makes soft 
sounds audible and loud 
sounds comfortable 

J Telecoil setting for use with 
compatible phones, and 
looped environments like 
churches 

J 3 programs and volume 
dial to accommodate most 
common types of hearing 
loss even in challenging 
listening environments 

Can a hearing aid delay or prevent dementia? 
A study by Johns Hopkins and National Institute on Aging research

ers suggests older individuals with hearing loss are significantly 

more likely to develop dementia over time than those who retain their 

hearing. They suggest that an intervention—such as a hearing aid— 

could delay or prevent dementia by improving hearing! 

"Satisfied Buyers Agree AIR Is Best Digital Value!" 
"/ am hearing things I didn't know I was missing. 
Really amazing. I'm wearing them all the time" 
—Linda Irving, Indiana 

"Almost work too well. I am a teacher and hearing much 
better now"—Lillian Barden, California 

"I have used many expensive hearing aids, some over $5,000. The 
Airs have greatly improved my enjoyment of life" —Som Y, Michigan 

"/ would definitely recommend them to my patients with hearing loss" 
—Amy S., Audiologist, Munster, Indiana 

The doctor evaluated all the high 
priced digital hearing aids on the 
market, broke them down to their base 
components, and then created his own 
affordable version—called the 
MDHearingAid® AIR for its virtually 
invisible, lightweight appearance. 

Affordable Digital Technology 
Using advanced digital technology, the 

MDHearingAid*AIR automatically 
adjusts to your listening environment — 
prioritizing speech and de-emphasizing 
background noise. Experience all of the 
sounds you've been missing at a price you 
can afford. This doctor designed and 
approved hearing aid comes with a full 
year's supply of long-life batteries. It 
delivers crisp, clear sound all day long 
and the soft flexible ear buds are so 
comfortable you won't realize you're 
wearing them. 

Try It Yourself At Home 
With Our 45 Day Risk-Free Trial 

Of course, hearing is believing and we 
invite you to try it for yourself with our 
RISK-FREE 45-day home trial. If you are 
not completely satisfied, simply return it 
within that time period for a full refund of 
your purchase price. 

MDHearingAid® >A/ff 
For the Lowest Price plus 
FREE Shipping Call Today 

800-873-0541 
Phone Lines Open 

24 Hours EVERY DAY 

Use Offer Code QQ46 to get 
FREE Batteries for a Full Year! 

www.MDHearingAid.com/QQ46 

Proudly assembled 
in the USA 

from Domestic & 
Imported Components. 

http://www.MDHearingAid.com/QQ46


Take advantage of the lowest silver price in years. 
Experts predict silver to skyrocket to $200/oz! 

If you have been waiting to enter the silver market, now 
is your chance to own physical U.S. government-issued 
silver coins at the lowest price in years—completely 
free of dealer markup. For a limited time, U.S. citizens 
will have the opportunity to purchase these 
government-issued Silver Dollars for the incredible 
at-cost price of only $24.00 each—one of the best 
silver deals available. Backed by the U.S. government 
for silver content, weight and purity, American Eagle 
Silver Dollars contain a full troy ounce of 99.9% silver. A 
complete vault sell out is expected. 

Economic turmoil makes many financial institutions an 
uncertainty these days. The U.S. dollar, the stock market 
and savings accounts in banks are all dicey prospects. 
Owning silver offers an excellent hedge against these 
domestic issues and any geopolitical concerns, which 
affect the global economy. Moving a portion of one's 
portfolio into silver is moving into position for wealth 
growth potential and protecting against inflation, 
devaluation of the dollar and market manipulations. 
Experts predict silver will leave behind its current 
price of around $23/oz., shatter its price record and 
eventually hit $200/oz. Now is the time to move your 
money into American Eagle Silver Dollars. 

TOLL-FREE, 24 HOURS A DAY: 

1-855-364-9837 

PLEASE NOTE: Our American Eagle Silver 
Dollars will only be priced at $24.00 each while 
supplies last or for up to 30 days. Call today! 

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS CAN BE 
MADE FOR PURCHASES OVER $50,000 

5 - 2013 Gov't-lssued Silver Dollars $120.00 

10-2013 Gov't-lssued Silver Dollars $240.00 

20-2013 Gov't-lssued Silver Dollars $480.00 
Prices may be more or less based on current market conditions. 

n i l MARKETS P o t COINS vki UNREGL'I v t i n PRICES! v> KISI OR PALI INDCARRT SOMI MISKN I H I 
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FULL REFUND IF NOT 100% SATISFIED* 
'RETURNS ON ADVERTISED COINS MUST BE MADE WITHIN 30 DAYS 

VISA 

Vault Code: NPM5-24 

U.S. MONEY 
O 20I3 U.S. Money Reserve 
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Protect Nature's 
Sweethearts TALIESIN. 

This Valentine's Day, 
Adopt-A-Manatee 

www.savethemanatee.org 
Call 1-800-432-JOIN (5646) 

Photo C Patr ick M . Rose 

Come Sail Away 
Enjoy great sailing by day and 

cozy anchorages at night. 
Your adventure includes delicious 

meals, shore trips, wildlife and 
spectacular scenery. Choose from 

10 historic windjammers 
that sail from Midcoast Maine 

on 3- to 6-day cruises. 
Prices start at $400. 

1-800-807-WIND 
www.sailmainecoast.com 

NationalParks 
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, 
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QUARTERLY CIRCULATION 
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SPRING G R E E N , W I S C O N S I N 

Tour Reservations/Info: 
(877) 5 8 8 - 7 9 0 0 

TAL IES INPRESERVATI0N .ORG 

• Gift Shop 
• Bat Cave Cafe 
• Discovery Center 
• Theatre & Ramadas 
• Hummingbird Garden 
• Hiking Trails 
• Camping 

Kartchner Caverns State Park SOMILESSEOFTUGON 
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Wilson Pottery is on 
exhibit at Sevastopol. 
See these historic and 
rare pieces from one ol 
the first post-Cavil War 
businesses owned by 
treed slaves in Texas. 

SEBASTOPOL H O U S E 

704ZoR.\Sr.,Sf(atN,TX 78155 830-379-4833 

35 MILKS tAsr or SAN ANTONIO - FREE TOURS 

SEGUIN 
1 111 XI N \ r r O R Y H I K E . 
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Relax on tropical ocean beaches; JW Marriott Resort: Manuel Antonio National Park 

Costa Rica Natural Paradise 9 Days $1095 
With Caravan, hike jungle rainforests, 
view volcanoes, soak in hot springs, 
cruise through biological reserves 
and relax on tropical ocean beaches. 

Your Caravan vacation includes 
all meals, all hotels, all activities, 
a great itinerary, all airport transfers 
and all excursions in Costa Rica. 

,. Free brochure 
1-800-Caravan 

Join the smart shoppers and 
experienced travelers who rely 
on Caravan to handle all the details 
while you and your family enjoy 
a well-earned, worry-free vacation. 

Affordable Guided Vacations 
8-10 days, $995-$1495 + tax, fees 
Guatemala Grand Canyon 
Panama California Coast 
Nova Scotia New England 
Canada Rockies Mt. Rushmore 

caravan 
Affordable Guided Vacations Since 1952 Caravan.com 

VISITSEGUIN.COM 800-580-7322 

Alaska 

k 

Experience gracious hospitality in 
America's Largest National Park. 

Hike on the Root Glacier, explore the 
Kennicott National Historic Landmark, 

and enjoy the spectacular scenery. 

800-987-6773 
KennicottLodge.com 

Discover Magnificent Landscapes! 

N a t i o n a l 14 Days from $1249* 
Parks Tour — _ 

Of t h e G o l d e n WeSt ( Departs: May-September 2014) 

Fly into Las Vegas for one night. Then you will begin your tour and visit landmarks in NINE 
NATIONAL PARKS. Witness the giant Redwood trees in Kings Canyon and Sequoia 
National Parks. Then be amazed at the spectacular granite cliffs and waterfalls in Yosemite 
National Park Visit majestic I ake Tahoeand Reno, stop in historic Virginia City, Winnonuicco 
and Wendover, Nevada. In Utah visit the world famous Bonneville Salt Flats where many land 
speed records were set plus the Great Salt Lake! Next tour the unique formations at Arches' 
National Park; and Canyonlands, with enchanting vistas carved by the Colorado and Green 
Rivers. Next visit Capitol Reef and drive through the Dixie 
National Forest to Bryce Canyon National Park. Then it's the 
grandest of all National Parks, The Grand Canyon, for both a 
day and night. Finally, try your luck in exciting Las Vegas with 
an included day excursion to Zion National Park. 

Price per person, based on double occupancy. Plus $159 
tax/service/government fees. Seasonal rates may apply. 
Airfare is extra. 

a wife 
vacations 

It's time to travel 

For reservations & details call 7 days a week: 

1-800-736-7300 
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Seguin, I X. was founded hv lexas Rangers 
in 1838. It boasts one of the finest and 
best-preserved "limecrete structures in 
America, Sebastopol House Historic Site, 
a restored Greek Revival mansion turned 
museum filled with mystery and history. 
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Backstory/, BY KATE SIBER 

Divine Providence 
The 17th-century minister Roger Williams 
risked his life to be the first American to 
preach religious freedom. 

N EW ENGLAND WINTERS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN HARSH 
but the winter of 1635-36 was legendary. Snow piled up 
in heaps outside the Puritans' drafty wooden homes, 

the wind howled at their doors, and sub-zero temperatures 
froze Rhode Island's Narragansett Bay—a rare sight. Neverthe
less, deep into the January freeze, Roger Williams, a firebrand 
English preacher, struck out into the wilderness. 

Williams knew that a band of soldiers was stomping through the woods 
to arrest him and put him on a ship bound for England, where the grisly 
prospect of a short life in prison awaited. What was his abominable offense? 
Speaking his mind. 

"He thought for himself and that was dangerous," says John M. Barry, au
thor of Roger Williams and the Creation of the American Soul. Williams cham
pioned ideas that, in those days, were outrageous: He believed in the separation 

ALTHOUGH THIS ENGRAVING 
of Roger Williams arriving in current-day 
Rhode Island is clearly romanticized, 
the Narragansett did, in fact, befriend 
Williams, and even harbored him in exile. 

of church and state and the inviolable right 
of a person to live by his own conscience. 

Williams survived the winter of 1636 by 
the grace of the Wampanoag chief Massa-
soit, who sheltered him and gave him land. 
The outspoken minister went on to found 
the city of Providence and later the state of 
Rhode Island. Even though Williams en
dured persecution for his thinking and died 
in poverty, the values he espoused formed 
the foundations of the first charter of Rhode 
Island; the charters of New Jersey, the 
Carolinas, and Pennsylvania; and, eventu
ally, the Bill of Rights. 

'The ideals here were known through
out the colonies," says John McNiff, chief of 
interpretation at Roger Williams National 
Memorial. "The first amendment of the 
Constitution reflects [those ideals] and 
Williams' ideas on religion and personal 
freedom. It's not just a listing of important 
rights, it is a definition of free people." 

Roger Williams was born to a middle-
class family in London sometime between 
1603 and 1606, a tumultuous era in 
English history. Queen Elizabeth I had 
died, and, as King James ascended to the 
throne, England simmered with religious 
and political turmoil. As a boy, Williams 
likely witnessed men burning at the stake 
for their religious views. 

Williams was unusual from a young 
age. As a kid, he picked up French and 
Dutch from neighborhood immigrants and 
learned shorthand, a valuable skill that 
caught the eye of the famous jurist and 
champion of civil rights, Sir Edward Coke, 
who sponsored the young man's education. 
Williams was not only charming, intel
ligent, and curious, he became extraordi
narily pious. After graduating from Cam
bridge, he abandoned his graduate studies 
in ministry for reasons of conscience: He 
believed the Anglican Church was cor-
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rupted by politics, and he was edging 
perilously closer to Puritanism. 

England was a dangerous place for 
dissenters, so in December of 1630, 
Williams and his wife, Mary, fled on a 
ship bound for the New World, where 
Williams started ruffling feathers al
most immediately. He refused a post as 
minister at the Boston church because 
he believed it was too tied to the An
glican tradition, which he considered 
tainted. In his quest for a pure church, 
he noticed that religious institutions 
were easily sullied by politics, which led 
him to believe that civil and religious 
matters should be separate—a view he 
didn't shy away from expressing, even 
at great risk. Williams also thought that 
no government should compel a person 
to live by another's spiritual beliefs. 
"Forcing of conscience is soul-rape," 
he wrote, an unusual and early plea for 
individual rights. 

"You have to give him credit for 
his original thinking," says J. Stanley 
Lemons, author of Rhode Island: The 
Independent State. "Everywhere, ev
erybody believed that if you didn't have 
one religion, you'd have a civil war. 
Williams was reflecting on the fact that 
rivers of blood were being shed in the 

"Everybody believed that if you didn't have one 
religion, you'd have a civil war." 

name of religion." 
The preacher's natural intelligence 

and compassion did endear him to 
one group—the Indians, whom he 
befriended by learning their languages 
and customs. Not only did they harbor 
him in exile, the Narragansett also 
sold him land, which he and his 30 
followers used to found Providence, the 
first society in the New World based on 
religious liberty-

Williams' willingness to express his 
views didn't earn him accolades dur
ing his life, but his ideas did influence 
others, among them John Milton and 
likely Oliver Cromwell, a friend. After 
he died in 1683, his grave was forgotten 
and many of his sermons were lost. No 
one can be sure if James Madison had 
read Williams' papers when he wrote 
the Bill of Rights. But the hallowed First 
Amendment—which establishes the 
separation of church and state and the 
right of individuals to practice a faith— 
distinctly echoes Williams' most pas
sionate ideas, ideas that are still debated 

in politics and the courts today. 
'The last 20 years or so, the argu

ment over the proper relationship 
between church and state has been 
increasing in intensity," says Barry. "To 
understand the concept of freedom, to 
understand the concept of individual
ism, to understand the original views 
of separation of church and state—to 
really understand any of those things 
and what they mean today—you need to 
understand how they started." 

Today, Roger Williams' life and 
ideas are celebrated at the Roger Wil
liams National Memorial, housed in a 
small 18th-century farmhouse—built 
long after the preacher died—in down
town Providence. Visitors can see 
replicas of some of Williams' posses
sions, including a copy of the Bible in 
the Algonquin language; watch video 
documentaries about religious free
dom; and tour the memorial's 4.5-acre 
park, which was the site of Williams' 
original settlement and now has a gar
den with plants that the colonists first 
cultivated, Mich as wild marjoram, 
spearmint, and violets. 

Visitors can even sit by the fresh
water spring used nearly four cen
turies ago by Native Americans and 
early European colonists. There, even 
amidst the din of urban Providence, it's 
not hard to imagine the 17th-century 
visionary himself stooping down to 
refresh himself for the struggle ahead. 

KATE SIBER is a freelance writer based in 

Durango. Colorado. 
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Words With Friends 
Roger Williams spoke more 

than six languages, including 

several Native American 

tongues. His 1643 book, A Key 

into the Language of America, 

was popular in England 

and remains a rare record 

of American languages and 

customs long since lost. 
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That Was Then 

SUN POINT CHALETS, Glacier National Park, Montana, 1933 
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